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CHAPTER I 

INTB.0DUGT I ON 

Physical fitness of American youth has been am area of 

national concern in recent years. The high rejection rata 

for physical reasons of young man called for military duty 

during the Korean War and recent unfavorable reports on the 

physical fitness of American school children have focused 

attention on the physical fitness problem. These reports 

have resulted in a growing concern about the quality of 

school physical' education programs which are primarily 

responsible for the physical fitness of school children. 

Rational attention was re»focused on this problem in 

1961 when President Kennedy, in a presidential message, 

declaredi 

The strength of our democracy is no greater than 
the total well-being of our people* The level of 
physical fitness of every American citlsen oust be our 
constant concern. 

The need for greater attention to the physical 
fitness of our youth is clearly established. Therefore, 
It is very important that we take immediate steps to 
ensure that every American child be given the oppor-
tunity to make and keep himself physically fit (7, 
cover). 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study was to evaluate the physical 

education programs of high schools in Texas. 



The first purpose of this study was to determine 

whether the physical education programs of Texas high schools 

met the recommended minimum requirements of the Texas Educa-

tion Agency in the following areasi 

1* Appraisal of fitness 

2« Body mechanics 

3. Conditioning exercises 

4. Gymnastics 

5. Weight training (modified for girls) 

6* Rhythms 

7m Minimum of two team sports 

8. Minimum of two individual~dual activities 

9. Track and field 

The second purpose of this study was to determine 

whether the small high schools in Texas were meeting the 

recommended minimum requirements of the Texas Education 

Agency to the same degree as large Texas schools# 

The third purpose of this study was to determine 

whether the boys* physical education program in Texas high 

schools were meeting the recommended minimum requirements of 

the Texas Education Agency to the same degree as girls1 

programs. 

Hypotheses 

1. less than 90 per cent of the responding high schools 

meet the recommended minimum requirements for the followingi 



A* Fitness appraisal® 

1. Training in body mechanics 

C* Conditioning exercises 

D. Gymnastics 

E. Weight training 

F. Rhythmic activitiea 

G. A variety of more than three team sports 

H* lndividual<»dual sports 

X. Track and field 

J. Adequate facilities and equipment for a balanced 

physical education program 

2* There is a significant difference between the 

programs of large and small schools. 

A. A significantly greater percentage of large schools 

have adequate facilities and equip®,ent for a bal-

anced physical education program, 

B. A significantly greater percentage of large schools 

meet the recommended minimum requirements for fit-

ness appraisals, training in body mechanics* gym-

nastics, rhythmic activities, individual-dual 

sports, and track and field. 

C. A significantly greater percentage of large schools 

offer a variety of more than three team sports. 

D. A significantly greater percentage of small schools 

meet the recommended minimum requirements for con-

ditioning exercises and might training. 



3. There is a significant difference between the 

programs of boys and girl8• 

A* A significantly greater percentage of girls* pro-

grams have adequate facilities and equipment for a 

balanced physical education program* 

B# A significantly greater percentage of girle * pro* 

grama met the recommended minimum requirements for 

fitness appraisals, training in body mechanics, 

gymnastics, rhythmic activities , and individual-

dual sports, 

0. A significantly greater percentage of girls * pro-

grams offer a variety of more than three team 

sports• 

D« A significantly greater percentage of boys* pro-

grams meet the recommended minimum requirements for 

conditioning exercises, weight training, and track 

and field* 

Significance of the Study 

Studies by Tinkle (10) and other researchers show that 

there are wide differences in the quality ©f physical edu-

cation programs of high schools of the various states and of 

individual schools within each state. These differences are 

as significant among the high schools of Texas as they are 

in other states. These differences are significant enough 



to be of major concern to all educators in Texasf both at 

the local and state level* 

The concern for the physical fitness o£ Texas youth 

resulted in the establishment of a two-unit requirement in 

health and physical education by the Texas Education Agency 

in 1961. This requirement became effective at the beginning 

of the 1962-1963 school year. Mo specific unit requirement 

existed prior to 1961. 

Bulletin 61S (8, p. 201} of the Texas Education Agency 

outlines the requirements for physical education in high 

schools. Bulletin 625 (9), a supplement to Bulletin 515, 

offers certain guidelines* These guidelines are designed to 

aid all schools, particularly those that have offered only a 

team-sports program and those that have limited facilities * 

in organising a framework of activities in which the entire 

stress is laid on the development of each Individual to his 

full potential of physical fitness. 

Bulletin 623 <9, p. vi) points out that In addition to 

physical fitness for each individual, a secondary goal will 

be derived from training in program activities that will 

carry over into adult life. The bulletin indicates that the 

inclusion of individual and dual sports in the framework of 

activities is Important in accomplishing this goal. 

(Me of the most Important aspects of this new program of 

physical education is the stress placed on arranging units 



1m graded progression in terns of continuity, complexity and 

difficulty of activities. Bulletin 625 (9, p. 2) state* 

that, each school should prepare a course ©f study to ensure 

progression within the secondary jprades and to correlate 

with the overall instruction at the elementary level, A 

lack of .graded progression and correlation has been one of 

the greatest weaknesses of high school programs in Texas. 

Weaknesses of this type are common in many high school pro-* 

grama throughout the United States, as Indicated by a number 

of studies conducted during recent years• 

Previous studies in this field have been primarily con* 

earned with measuring the physical fitness of American youth 

in all geographic regions of the nation with such devices as 

the California Physical Performance Test and the AABFSR 

Hational fitness Test. Comparisons were made in seme 

studies between the scores of American youth and the scores 

of youth from ether nations on identical tests. However, 

there have been some studies which were concerned with the 

quality of physical education programs in American high 

schools. 

Tinkle CI®) conducted a survey of the physical education 

programs in the public high schools of Texas by means of the 

laPorte Score Card between 1951 and 1954 and recorded the 

results in her doctoral study in 1955. She concluded that 

according to the score card programs in Testae rated poor to 



average. She found a wide range in the quality of program* 

throughout the state. Large schools usually had higher 

scoresj small schools usually had lower scores* 

Bookwalter (3, p. 33) summarized the results of over 

thirty doctoral studies directed by him which were concerned 

with evaluating the physical education programs of 2648 high 

schools in twenty-six states between 1950 and 1954. He con-

eluded that according to the LaPorte Score Card general 

instructional physical education operated at about 50 per 

cent effectiveness nationally* 

A number of researchers have compiled evidence which 

indicates a need for improvement of physical fitness in many 

American school children* Hinger (5f p, 365} reported the 

results of a physical fitness test administered to American 

and European children in 1954. By comparison it was found 

that 58 per cent of the American children failed one or more 

parts of the test while less than 9 per cent of the European 

children failed* 

Hinger (5, p. 564) also reported that score® made by 

children in various European countries on the AAHPER 

National Fitness Test since 1959 have been compared with 

scores of American youth and clearly showed that American 

youth compared unfavorably in most all cases* 

Hutchinson <6, p, 12) conducted an AAHPER survey in 

1958 among directors and supervisors of fifty city school 
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systems. Result® of the survey indicated that among lay 

people, professional physical educators, classroom teacher#, 

and students there existed a conviction of the need for 

better physical condition among American youth and adult a. 

Various studies show that physical education is desir-

able for girls as well as fur hoys* Bambra (lt p. 12) 

stated that intellectually able girls will develop more 

fully if care is taken that the movement aspect of their 

lives is act neglected, ircuha and Bradford <4, p. 178) 

found that regular physical activity produced organic 

changes in the lungs and circulatory system which improved 

the function for normal living and were protective against 

stress and strain. Bell (2), in her doctcral study in 1955, 

observed that girls who played basketball were selected mere 

frequently by their classmates in a aocioraetric test in* 

volving situations ©f friendship and leadership than were 

the non-players* 

Evidence of this type emphasises the value of any study 

that may focus attention ©n the quality of physical educa-

tion programs in Texas high schools. 

The results of this study could be used by school 

administrators and supervisors to evaluate the quality of 

the physical education program in their schools and serve as 

a guide in Improving program quality* 



Definition, of Terms 

1* High school--Schools which included grades nine 

through -twelve or grades ten through twelve were considered 

high schools. 

2. Recommended minimum requirements—The suggested 

standards for each of the nine areas of the physical educa-

tion program that are recommended in Bulletin 615 of the 

Texas Education Agency. 

5 • Appraisal of fitness—Administering physical fitries6 

tests to each individual at the beginning and end of each 

school year, . The AAHPER Youth Fitness Test® are recommended 

in Bulletin 615« The AAHPER battery includes tests of 

cardio«vasoular*respiratory endurance and tests of muscular 

strength and endurance. 

4* B o d y mechanics—Fundamental movements of the body. 

5. Conditioning exeirodses•«These consist primarily of 

daily calisthenics. 

6. Gymnastics—Stunts performed on the ground, on 

mats, or on apparatus. 

7 • Weight training—Exercising periodically with 

weight lifting equipment. This program is modified for 

girls. 

8. Rhythms—FoIk and modern dances. 

Team sports—Activities that require more than two 

people on each team. 
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10. Individual activities—Activities requiring only 

one person. 

11. Etual activities—Activities requiring only two 

people. 

12. AAHPER--American Association for Health, Physical 

Education, and Recreation. 

13. Physical fits^ss—Soundness of body organs, 

ability to perform efficiently under exercise or work con* 

ditions, and a reasonable measure of skill in the performance 

of selected physical activities, as measured by the AAHPER 

Youth Fitness Tests or other standardised tests. 

14* Class 4A school—Any high school with 950 or more 

pupils enrolled• 

15. Class 3A school—Any high school with more than 

400 but less than 950 pupils enrolled. 

1®* Glass 2A school-"Any high school with more than 

200 but less than 400 pupils enrolled. 

17* G I a e e h £ohool--Any high school with more than 115 

but less than 200 pupils enrolled. 

Class B school—Any high school with less than 115 

pupils enrolled. 

19. Small schools—Class B and A schools. 

20. Large schools—Olass 2AV 3At and 4A schools. 
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Limitation* of the Study 

This study was limits to the accredits public high 

schools from which completed questionnaires were received. 

In addition, this study was concerned only with an 

investigation of the physical education programs of Texas 

high schools during the 1964*1965 school year. 

Criteria for this investigation were the recommended 

minimum requirements of the Texas Education Agency as out* 

lined in Bulletin 615 (8, p. 201)• 

Ho attempt was made to suggest remedial measures for a 

particular school* 

Basic Assumptions 

It was assumed in this study thati 

1. The recommended minimum requirements of the Texas 

education Agency were valid criteria for determining whether 

the high schools of Texas were meeting the minimum require-

aents of a balanced program of physical education. 

2. The questionnaire (Appendix B) would secure the 

information needed for this study. 

3. Physical education teachers and supervisors would 

provide correct information in sufficient numbers to complete 

the study. 

Selection and Refinement of the Questionnaire 

A study similar to this study was conducted during the 

fall term, 1963. The purpose of that study was to refine 
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the questionnaire used in this study. A sample of twenty* 

four high schools was selected in the Wichita Falls, Texas, 

area and included in that survey. The nine components of 

the physical education program recommended by the Texas 

Education Agency were used to construct a tentative question* 

naire* The tentative questionnaire was sent to each of 

these high schools. The results o£ that survey were used to 

refine the questionnaire* 

To test the reliability of the questionnaire, a retest 

was given six weeks later to each of the twenty-four teachers 

of physical education. Percentages of agreement between the 

test-ret est were determined. These ranged from 66 per cent 

to 100 per cent, Items of the questionnaire with less than 

75 per cent agreement were revised. 

Data obtained from the pilot study were tabulated and 

treated statistically in the sane nsnner as the data in this 

study. The standard error of a sample percentage was used 

to estimate the true percentage of all high schools that met 

the recommended minimum requirements. The standard error of 

the difference between two independent percentages was used 

to test the difference between the percentages of snail and 

large schools that met the recommended miniraum requirements* 

The standard error of the difference between two independent 

percentages was used also in the present study to test 
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hypothesis 3 concerning the difference between boys' and 

girls* programs. 

The refined questionnaire was composed of three major 

parte* the first part contained questions which gave data 

used in classifying the responses and for hypotheses L?f 2At 

and 3A« The second .part contained questions about girls* 

physical education which provided data concerning hypotheses 

I through 3. The third part contained questions about boys* 

physical education which also provided data concerning 

hypotheses I through 3, 

There were two croaa chacka incorporated in the ques* 

tionnaire > one in the area of facilities and equipment and 

another in the area of body mechanics. The information 

obtained from the pilot study did not indicate a need for 

additional cross chacka* 

Organisation of the Remainder of the Study 

The remainder of this study was organised as followsi 

Chapter n contains related studiesf Chapter 111 is an 

explanation of the methods and procedures of research! 

Chapter IV contains the presentation and analysis of datat 

and Chapter ¥ is the susntary, conclusions, and recommen-

dations* 
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CHAPTER IX 

REIATED STUDIES 

Recent unfavorable reports by Bucher (5) and others on 

the physical fitness of American youth and the realisation 

that the changing way of life ia oloaely associated with 

many major health problem have stimulated an increase in 

research on the health of aohool age children. Recent 

atudiea have been eonoerned with both measuring physical 

fitneaa of aohool children and evaluating the quality of 

high aohool physical education program#• 

The purpose of this chapter ia to suamiarise a number of 

studies in order to present evidence of the need for improve* 

eient in the quality of high school physical education pro* 

grams* These studies are categorized as followsi CD 

physical fitness of American youth, (2) physical fitness and 

academic achievement, and (3) physical education programs in 

the United States, which is the particular area of concern 

of the following chapters. 

Physical Fitness of Youth in the United Statea 

The President*s Conference on Fitness of American Youth, 

held at Annapolis in 1956, and the subsequent organisation 

of the president*s Council on Physical fitness have resulted 

IS 
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in an increased interest in the physical fitness of the 

nation's youth* Host states have implemented programs 

designed to improve the physical fitness of school age youth* 

This increased interest has resulted in a considerable amount 

of research being done on youth fitness* Some studies have 

been concerned with measuring the phyaioal fitness of youth 

with various physical performance tests* Others have been 

concerned with comparing the physical performance scores of 

students in the United States with those of students from 

other nations • Comparisons were also made between current 

scores of students in the United States .and, those made by 

students ten to twenty*five years ago* Still other studies 

.have been concerned with evaluating the effectiveness of 

conditioning programs in improving fitness* 

Studies that have been concerned with measuring physical 

fitness generally reveal that marked weaknesses exist in 

school age children in the united States, lucher (5f 

pp. 22*23) reported the first results of the American 

Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 

Youth Fitness Tests which were published in 1958. These 

tests were designed by the AAHPER Research Council and given 

for the first titte in the United States to 8,500 school 

children from twenty-eight states* The results indicated 

that the physical fitness of school children in the United 

States leaves much to be desired* An examination of the 
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test scores revealed that boys and girls did poorly on such 

endurance tests as pull-ups, eit-ups, and 600-yard run-walk. 

Girls did not show improvement between the ages of ten and 

seventeen years in these tests* 

Espenschade (16, p. 13) reported that the Stat* of 

Connecticut has recently completed a survey on fitness of 

youth in that state, The findings revealed marked weakness 

in a m and shoulder girdle strength* 

According to Mitchell (32, p. 399), the most Important 

factor in rejection of young men from the armed forces 

during World War XI were conditions of health and education. 

Figures made public in December of 1946 by the Selective 

Service System Indicated that approximately 30 per cent of 

the young men examined for military service were rejected 

for physical or mental defects. In a study conducted by Van 

Huse and others (45, p. 4), it was found that the basic 

physical stamina of American prisoners of war in the Korean 

Conflict was sadly lacking when compared to prisoners of war 

from other nations* 

Some informative studies have been concerned with, CM* 

paring the physical performance scores of students in the 

United States with those of students frcm other nations. 

The results were usually unfavorable for American students, 

Campbell and Pohndorf (7, p. 15) applied the AAHPSR youth 

Fitness Test to ten thousand British children and compared 
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the scores to scores made by children in the United States. 

The result® indicated that the British children were 

superior to the children from the United State# on almost 

all measures. Similar findings on Danish students were 

reported by Knuttgen <27, p. 190). Results of the AAHPER 

Youth fitness Test showed that 7® per cent of the Danish 

boys' scores and 86 per cent of the Banish girls* scores 

exceeded the mean scores of students from the United States. 

Ikeda (22, p. 551) gave the lowa fast of Motor Fitness 

to 595 Tokyo children and 355 Iowa children. The Japanese 

group exceeded the Iowa group on all tests except sit*ups 

and the grasshopper. A comparison of physical education 

programs revealed that the Tokyo children had more chances 

for activity through physical education classes than the 

Iowa group. 

Conflicting evidence has been reported in two studies 

concerned with comparing current physical performance scores 

with scores made by students ten and twenty-four years ago. 

Sspenschade and Meleney (17f p. lit) node a comparative 

study of current motor performance scores of California 

adolescents with performance scores of adolescents twenty® 

four years ago. Although current boys* scores were superior 

to those made by boys twenty«*four years ag®# with the 

opposite being true for girls* scores, no clear*eut differ* 

ences were reported. Blesh and Schola (4t p. 525) made a 
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ten»year survey of the physical fitness of freshmen entering 

Yale. A failure rate of under 50 per cent was recorded for 

the class of 1931, whereas rates of 63 per cent for 1959 and 

62 per cent for I960 were found. 

The effectiveness of physical education programs in 

improving physical fitness has been demonstrated in a number 

of studies. Gierke (8, p. 461) found that male students 

entering the University of Oregon with four years of high 

school physical education had higher average scores on the 

Physical Fitness Index tests than did those entering with 

two years or less* Whittle (49) reported similar results in 

his study of two groups of hoys, Grogan (19, p. S) declared 

that pupils in Philadelphia had a low failure rate on 

physical fitness tests because of the vigorous nature of the 

physical education program in their schools# Glarke and 

Wiokens (11, p« 26) stated that the nature of the physical 

education program of the hoys participating in the loy 

Growth Project at Medford, Oregon, was an important factor 

affecting the superior physical fitness of the student group. 

The effect of the required physical education program upon 

the physical fitness of Yale freshmen was revealed by llesh 

and Scholz (4f p. 324)* They found that only 41 per cent of 

the students passed all fitness tests at the beginning of 

the year, whereas 80 per cent passed after fourteen weeks of 

instruction. 
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Hall and Cain (20, p. 80) compared the fitness scores 

of three groups of Illinois 4-H members who were given dif-

ferent conditioning programs. One group had no program 

except verbal encouragement. Another group had a stepped-up 

conditioning program. The third group had no prior program 

but was given acme conditioning. The reaulta indicated that 

vigorous training is needed to stake gains in physical fit-

ness. Godlasky (18) reached the same conclusion in a study 

concerning the improvement of fitness in women. Knapp (25, 

p. 195) found that two months of vigorous training in a 

physical fitness program produced substantial improvement in 

physical fitness. Similar findings were reported by Clarke 

(S, p. 4fil) and Shaffer (40, p. 6). Both studies revealed 

that a program of vigorous conditioning exercises resulted 

in important gains in physical fitness. 

According to Clarke and Peterson (10, p. 175)# boys who 

make and are successful on interschool athletic teams are 

definitely superior to nonathletes in maturity, body aise 

and build, muscular strength, and explosive macular power. 

Wear and Miller (47, p. 615) conducted a study among 

three hundred boys of the relationship of physique and 

developmental level to performance on four fitness tests. 

It was found that boys who were medium in physique and 

normal in development were the best performers* Boys of 
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heavy physique, especially overweight boys, ware the poorest 

performers. 

The American As eociation for Health, physical Education, 

and Recreation <1, p. 41) revealed that a survey ©f the 

various states shewed that a great emphasia was placed on 

physical fitness during 1957 and 1958 with the organization 

of new programs to improve physical fitnesa of school chil-

dren, The results of this emphasis on physical fitness were 

clearly shown by Wilkinson (50, p. Id) in his progress 

report from the Presidents Council on Physical Fitness in 

1963, lie declared that despite recent gains approximately 

20 per cent of the public school pupils In grades four 

through twelve still have no physical fitness programs at 

all. 

Physical Fitness and Academic Achievement 

During past years there has been general disagreement 

among both educators and the general public concerning the 

relationship between physical fitness and academic achieve* 

merit. This has been especially true in regard to varsity 

athletes, A number of studies* however, present evidence 

that clearly supports the contention that physical fitness 

is related to academic achievement. 

In his study of a thousand gifted children, Teraan (43, 

pp. 171*286) made extensive physical measurements and con* 

eluded that the gifted group was, as a whole, physically 
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superior to the various control groups used for comparison. 

He stated that teachers* rating® showed that the gifted chil-

dren were doing work of superior quality in the grade where 

they were located, Terman (44, p. 24) also reported similar 

findings in his follow-up study of gifted children. 

Clarke and Jarman (9t p. 161) conducted a study among a 

group of boys of nearly equal intelligent quotients who made 

scores ranging from high to low on strength and growth tests. 

They found a consistent tendency for hoys who scored high ©ft 

the strength and growth tests to have higher means on both 

academic achievement tests and grade point averages than the 

boys who scored low on the strength and growth tests. 

Clarke (8V p. 463) reported the results of another study 

concerned with investigating the academic achievement of 

boys of nearly equal intelligence quotients who had high and 

low scores on various physical fitness tests. He revealed 

that boys with high scores on the physical fitness tests had 

significantly superior grade point averages and significantly 

higher means on scholastic achievement tests. Rogers (19) 

reached the same conclusion in a similar study conducted 

among college students of nearly equal intelligence* 

Keogh and Benson (24, p. $34) administered a battery of 

motor performance tests to a group of underachieving boys 

from the Psychology Olinic School of the University of 

California. The total group demonstrated adequate body 
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strength and body control but scored low on measures of 

throwing, grip-strength,and speed. Many boys lacked 

throwing, catching, and striking skills. They concluded 

that these boys lacked skills which are essential for ade-

quate performance in games ami sports* Another study by 

Coleman* Keogh and Mansfield <13, p. 516) at the sane school 

supported these findings. Similar results were reported by 

Page (36) in his study of male students dismissed from 

Syracuse University because of low grades and by Goefield 

and McGollua <12} in their study of freshmen lew in scholastic 

achievement at the University of Oregon* 

Eidsraoe (15, p. 59} revealed the results of two surveys 

conducted by him among varsity athletes in Iowa* In his 

first study, he found that basketball players who partici-

pated in the Iowa State Tournament in 1962 had significantly 

higher grade point averages than their nonparticipating 

classmates. His second study was carried out in a similar 

manner among the highest rated football teems in the state 

and produced similar results* 

Ward (46, p. 77} conducted a study of the relationship 

between physical fitness and certain psychological, socio* 

logical, and physiological factors among junior high school 

boys* He found that the physically fit members of his study 

groups not only scored significantly higher in intelligence 

than the unfit members but they also rated higher in social 
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efficiency. la his report of the results of the Berkeley 

Growth Studies, Jones <23f p. 145) observed that boys high 

in strength tend to have good physiques, to be physically 

fit, and to enjoy favored social status. Boys who were low 

in strength showed a tendency toward poor physique®, poor 

health, social difficulties, feelings of inferiority! and 

personal maladjustment in other ways. Kuhlen and Lee (28, 

p. 333} agree with Jones* findings. 

The results of a study conducted by Smith (42) indi-

cated that physical, mental, emotional, and social needs 

which are common to adolescent girls may be met to a great 

extent through a well planned physical education program. 

Physical Education programs in the United States 

A number of studies have been concerned with investi* 

gating the physical education programs of the nation's 

secondary schools during recent years.1 The results of these 

studies consistently showed significant weaknesses in 

physical education programs as a whole. There is evidence 

that many of the state departments of education are aware of 

these weaknesses and are attempting to improve the programs 

in their schools. This awareness was reflected in a report 

prepared by the Curriculum Committee of the Maine State 

Department of Education and sent to all Maine administrators. 

This report stated that 
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We believe that the secondary school should pro* 
vide for all pupils adequate programs in physical 
education because good health it essential to effective 
Hiring and consequently is an important goal o£ educa-
tion* To accomplish this objective we believe that 
five 5G«minute periods each week should be provided for 
each pupil in grades seven through twelve* 

We recognise that it is impossible at present for 
most Maine secondary schools to carry out our recommen-
dations . We hope, nevertheless, that all schools will 
strive to provide instruction that is as close to the 
ideal as local conditions permit ($0, p. 32). 

Hughes (21, p. 248) recently investigated the program 

and facilities in twenty high schools in Central Texas. He 

spent one day in each of the twenty schools checking existing 

physical education facilities and consulting with physical 

education teachers. Evaluations were based on standards 

suggested by the Texas Education Agency and authorities in 

the field of physical education. He concluded that the 

facilities in these schools wire not adequate to meet the 

standards recommended by authorities in physical education. 

He also found that maximum use was not made of existing 

facilities, 

A number of studies which were very similar to each 

other in purpose and scope have been conducted during recent 

years in several different states. Each of these studies 

was concerned with measuring the effectiveness of the 

physical education program in approximately one hundred high 

schools by means of the LaPorte Score Card. DeWitt <14t 

P« 268) conducted a survey aaong the high schools in 

Tennessee and concluded that according to the score card the 
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quality of the health and physical education program was 

rather low. Wright (51, p. 66) surveyed the high school® in 

Missouri and reported, that the physical education programs 

for girls had a 'mm total score that was 35*9 par cent of . 

the possible seors presented on tha soora oard* Old£iald 

(3Sf p* 91) carried out an inveatigation among tha high 

echoola of Georgia and found that tha swan total aoora of 

tha eample sehools was 25*77 par oant of tha total possibla 

aoora on tha soora oard* Ha atatad that thara was littla 

similarity in tha physical education programs of tha various 

high schools* A saaond study with tha same purpoaa and 

scope, whieh supportad Oldfiald*a findings, was oarriad out 

in Gaorgia by Smith (41)* Two additional studiaa with tha 

same purpoaa and seopa hava baan conduotad in two other 

statea. Lofcen (29) surveyed tha high schools in Michigan 

and Neaem (34) investigeted tha high schools in Louisiana* 

Both studiaa ravaalad rasults that were similar to tha 

findinga in tha other statas* Most of thasa studies 

ravaalad that largar citias and aohoola ganarally had battar 

progrems than amall towns and aehools* 

Tha Research Diviaion of tha National Education Associ-

ation (53, p. 108) made a questionnaire study of 873 city 

sehools across tha nation and eoncludad that in many 

raspacta programs as a whola still fail to maaaura up to tha 

minimum standards recommended* Similar studiaa by iundgaard 
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(6), Mand (31), and Parham (37), conducted in the states of 

I ova, Ohio, and Arkansas t respectively, generally agreed 

with the findings of the NEA Research Division. 

Antonaccl (2, p. 143) interviewed three thousand high 

school students in Illinois and concluded that the school 

physical education program did not meet the needs and 

interests of youth since most of the students1 sports 

instruction was concerned with the traditional team sports. 

Pope (38# p. 33) visited ninety-two junior and senior 

high schools in twenty-five states and talked to 226 

physical education teachers. He declared that the physical 

education programs in forty-nine of these schools were 

narrow in scope, unimaginative in administration, and con-

ducted with a minimum of instruction. 

Knapp and Drat <26, p. 355) made a questionnaire study 

among the physical education department heads of 126 

Illinois high schools and revealed that the department heads 

believe that more time is needed for physical education. 

More individual and dual sports should he added to programs. 

In a recent study, Baker (3, p. 636) sent a question'* 

naire to the state departments of education in each of the 

fifty states to secure information concerning certain admin-

istrative problems in physical education. Less than half of 

the responding states reported that 50 per cent or more of 

their secondary schools used current recommended standards 
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in time allotment, space ellotiMtit, and in the balanced and 

prograttivt program. 

Buchar <5t p. 23) reported that a Pact Sheet distributed 

at tha President's Conference on Fitness of American Youth, 

Anxtapolia, 1956, revealed that laaa than 50 par cent of aavan 

and one-half million American boya in twenty-eigfct thousand 

high aohoola hava phyaieal education. Programa for aavan 

and one-half million girla ara even mora dafieiant• 

Vhita (48, p. 134) haa clearly shown tha advantagee that 

atudanta gain from good physical education programa in hi* 

study among good, fair, and poor high achool programa in 

Georgia. Ha atatad that atudanta anrollad in tha battar 

programa appaarad to poaaaaa a highar dagraa of agility, ara 

atrangth and endurance, power, and hand-eye coordination 

than did atudanta anrollad in poorar programa* 

Sismistfy 

Conaidarabla raaaaroh haa baan dona during racant yaara 

in tha araaa of phyaieal fitnaaa of youth, phyaieal fitnaaa 

and academic achievement, and physical education program 

practical. Tha reeulta of thaaa atudiaa claarly ahowed tha 

naad for improvement in tha quality of high achool phyaieal 

aducation programa • Studies concerned with maaauring tha 

phyaieal fitnaaa of youth oonaiatantly ahowad that Amarioan 

achool children did not compare favorably with children from 

othar countries in moat teat items. , Other atudiaa hava 
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shown a definite relationship between physical fitness and 

academic achievement• Most studies that have been concerned 

with investigating physical education program practices have 

shewn that programs in general were lacking in <iuality and 

were not meeting the needs of boys and girls. 

Chapter III explains the methods and procedures of 

research used in this study of physical education programs 

in Texas high schools. Both the method of securing the data 

and the statistical procedures are explained. 
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CHAPTER 1X1 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF RESEARCH 

The data for this study were obtained with a question* 

nalre. The nine componenta of the physical education program 

recommended by the Texas Education Agency were used to con-

struct this instrument. Information secured during the 

pilot study was used to refine the questionnaire. 

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the steps 

taken in securing and treating the data for this study. 

Procedures for Collecting Data 

The refined questionnaire (Appendix 1} was sent to the 

physical education teachers of 1103 Texas high schools. 

These schools made up the complete list of district assign* 

meats for all five classifications of high schools as 

determined by the Texas Xnterscholastic League. The 1103 

schools were classified in the following groupst 

1. 145 Class 4A schools 

2. 115 Class 3A sohools 

3. 181 class 2A sohools 

4. 200 Class A schools 

5. 462 Class 1 schools 

56 
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The questionnaires were mailed to each high school 

during the first week of October, 1964. Each questionnaire 

wee accompanied by a cover letter (Appendix 4) written by 

Jess Cearley, Chairman of the Department of Health, physical 

Education and Recreation at North Texas State University, 

who was president of the Texas Association for Health, 

Physical Education and Recreation* This letter explained 

the purpose of the study, gave instructions for completing 

the questionnaire, and contained a request that the completed 

questionnaire be returned within ten days. 

A follow-up letter and questionnaire was sent to each 

teacher who had not returned the completed questionnaire 

during the third and fourth week of October. 

A return of 60 per cent, or 662 of the 1105 question-

naires was considered necessary to be meaningful. This 

total had to represent 60 per cent of the schools in each of 

the five classes* The return necessary from each class was 

as follows: 

1. @7 Class 4A schools 

2. 69 Class 3A schools 

5» 109 Glass 2A schools 

4. 12© Class A schools 

5, 277 Class B schools 

The selection of the 60 per cent figure was done arbi-

trarily. There was reason to believe that it would be 
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difficult to secure a return greater than 60 par cent from 

the Class A and B schools. However , this assumption did not 

prove to be true. It was actually more diffioult to secure 

a return greater than 60 per cent from the class 3a schools. 

Table X shows the total number and percentage of com-

pleted questionnaires returned by physical eduoation teaohars 

in each class. This table indioates that returns ranged 

from 63 per oent to 82 per cent in the various classes with 

a total return of 72 per cent. 

TABLE X 

PERCEHTAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED 
BY SCHOOL CLASS 

School 
Class 

First 
Return 

far 
Cent 

Follow* 
up 

Return 
Par 
Cent 

Total 
Return 

Far 
Cant 

B 137 34 155 33 312 67 
A 87 43 77 58 ; 164 82 
2A 84 46 65 36 149 82 
3A 68 St 5 4 73 i 63 
4A 89 61 3 2 ; 92 63 

Total 485 44 303 28 790 72 

A total of 483, or 44 par cent of the 1105 physical 

eduoation teaohars completed and returned the first question-

naire. This total represented a return in each class ranging 

from 34 per cent of the Class B schools to 61 per cent of 

the Class 4A school®. An additional 30S teaohars completed 
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and returned the follow-up questionnaire. This represented 

am additional 33 per cent ©f the Glass B schools, 38 per 

cent of the Glass A schools, 36 per cent of the Glass 2A 

schools, 4 per cent of the Class 3A schools, and 2 per cent 

of the Class 4A schools. This made a total return of 790 

questionnaires, representing 72 per cent of the 1103 schools. 

Procedures for Treating Data 

The testability of the hypotheses of this study was 

determined by tabulating responses to the items of the 

questionnaire and placing these responses in categorical 

divisions in order to find the proportion meeting recorn-

mended minimum requirements. Data concerning boys* and 

girls* programs were calculated separately. The data were 

tabulated and computations made by IBM data-processing 

equipment. 

The standard error of a sample percentage was used to 

estimate the true percentage of all high schools which met 

the recommended minimum requirements in each of the ten 

areas of hypothesis 1. 

Hypothesis 1A was treated as follows $ the percentage 

of the total sample which possessed the recommended 

requirement in the boys* program was calculated. The per-

centage which possessed the recommended minimum requirement 

in the girls* program was then calculated in the same manner. 

The standard error of each sample 'percentage was calculated 
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and interpreted la terns of confidence limit*, for the pur* 

poses of this study, it was assumed that the true percentage 

lay between the limits p » lap and p + lap. 'The statistical 

foraaila for the standard error &£ a sample percentage, 

according to Smith (2V p. 79), is 

S p • ff 
p * the percentage which possessed the requirement. 

q «* I » p« 

II * the sise of the staple. 

Smith <2, p, 79) stated that this ia a simple tool 'for esti-

mating the significance of a percentage. By using this 

procedure, hypotheses 1A through 1J were treated. 

The following is an explanation of the standards used 

to determine the percentage of schools which met the recom-

mended miniums requirements for hypotheses 2A through U . 

A« The high school program had to include two or more 

physical fitness tests* These tests could he the 

AARPER Youth Fitness Tests, other standardised fit-

ness testst or tests made by the individual school. 

If the school employed its own teats, they had to 

include at least one test of oardio-vaseular-

respiratory endurance and at least one test of 

muscular strength and endurance, 

B. Body mechanics had to be taught in two areas. 

These were the teaching of the fundamental movements 
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used in sports and the fundamental movements used 

in everyday living, 

0. Conditioning exercises had to be given at least 

eight to twelve minutes each class period* 

D. Both phases of gymnastics had to he taught during 

the unit* These phases were tumbling and Apparatus 

activities* 

£• The high school program had to include a weight 

training unit composed of standard weights and 

lifts for boys and modified lifts for girls. 

F. A unit ©£ folk rhythms had to be offered for boys, 

and a unit including both folk and modem rhythm 

had to be provided for girls. 

0« It was assumed that more than 90 per cent of the 

high schools would meet the recommended minimum 

requirement of two team sports% however, there was 

reason to believe that less than 99 per cent 

offered more than the three traditional team sports, 

basketball, aoftball and volleyball. The per-

centage for this hypothesis was determined by 

simply tabulating the schools that offered more 

than three team sports. 

B. The physical education program had to include at 

least two individual-dual sports. Sports such as 
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golf and tennis were mot accepted if they were 

offered only as Interscholastie League sports. 

I. The unit had to include both track and field 

activities * 

J. The percentage for thie hypothesis was determined 

by tabulating the yea answers to the items of the 

questionnaire concerning the adequacy of facilities 

and equipment• 

Hypothesis 2 was tested by dividing both the hoys* 

sample and the girls* sample into two groups*«the small 

school group and the large school group. The definition of 

terms for this study explained the composition of these 

groups* The standard error of the difference between two 

independent percentages was used to test the statistical 

null hypothesis of no significant difference between the 

percentages of small and large schools which net the recom-

mended minimum requirements. The formula for the standard 

error of the difference between two independent percentages 

as given by Oarrett(1, p. 135) followsi 

S E « - ^ ( 5 T + fe) 

p = the mean of the percentages in the two groups 
possessing the requirement. 

Q * 1 * P. 

• the number of case# in group 1. 

N2 » the number of cases in group 2. 
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The standard error was then divided tut® the difference 

between the two percentages to find the value of t. By 

using this method the significance of the difference between 

the percentages of small end large schoola was determined in 

each of the ten areas included in hypotheses 2A, B» C, and D. 

Hypothesis 3 was tested by dividing both the boys * 

sample and the girls* sample into their five respective 

classes. Qirls' programs were then compared to boys* pro-

grams in each of the five classes* The above formula for 

the standard error of the difference between two independent 

percentages was used to test the mil hypothesis of no sig-

nificant difference between the boys* and girls* program. 

This method was used to compare boys1 and girls * programs in 

each of the ten areas included in hypotheses 3A» B, Ct and 0. 

The statistical hypothesis of no significant difference 

was rejected with an alpha risk of 5 per cent. 

SwNMMPy 

The refined questionnaire was sent to the physical edu-

cation teachers of the 1105 high schools that make up the 

five Interscholastic League classes. A return of 60 per 

cent from each ©lass was considered necessary to carry out 

this study. Returns ranged from 63 per cent to 82 per eent 

in the various clases with a total return of 72 per cent* 

The data were tabulated and the proportion meeting the 

recommended minimum requirements in each of the ten areas of 
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hypothesis 1 was determined. The standard error of a sample 

percentage was used to estimate the true percentage of ail 

high schools which met the recommended minimum requirements • 

Hypothesis 2 was tested by dividing both the boys1 

sample and the girls* sample into two groups# The standard 

error of the difference between two independent percentages 

was used to teat the statistical null hypothesis of mo sig-

nificant difference between the percentages of small and 

large schools which met the recoasaended minimum requirements. 

Hypothesis 5 was tested by dividing both the boys* 

sample and the girls* sample into their five respective 

classes* The above formula for the standard error of the 

difference between two independent percentages was used to 

compare girls* programs to boys* programs in each of the 

five classes* 

Chapter I? presents the data that was secured from the 

physical education teachers* A complete analysis of the 

data and how it relates to the hypotheses of this study is 

given. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The responses to the various items of the question# 

naires were tabulated end. totals determined in each of the 

five Glasses of schools for both the boys * m d girls* pro* 

grams* The standard* described in Chapter 111 were need to 

determine the proportion of schools in each class which met 

the recommended minimum requirements for each of the ten 

areas of hypotheais 1« 

Totals in all five classes were combined to determine 

the proportion of the total sample of 790 schools which met 

the recommended minimum requirements for hypothesis 1, The 

standard error of a sample percentage was used to establish 

confidence limits for each of the percentages presented for 

this hypothesis. 

The totals for each olass were placed in two groups, 

mall and large schools, in order to make comparisons in the 

ten areas of hypothesis 2* Hypothesis 3 was tested by com* 

paring boys* programs to girls* programs in each of the five 

classes of schools. Girls' totals were compared to boys1 

totals in each of the ten areas of this hypothesis for each 

of the five classes. The standard error of the difference 

between independent percentages was used to test the 
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4Uf«rttt«M found in the various areas of hypotheses 2 and 

5» JN̂ graes of freedosi were largo enough in each case to 

safely M i m that o t of 1*96 or gmt«r wee significant at 

the 5 per coat level. 

Tha purpose of this chapter is to pras«B£ the results 

of tho survey ae they relate to tho three major hypotheses 

of tikis «tudf, Beys* (Uta and girls* dtt« are presented 

separately throughout tho chapter* 

Comparisons between High School prograaa 
and, Recommended Miiilrauta Requirements 

There oro ton areas included in hypothesis 1* identic 

fiod as hypothosos lA through U . C8oo page S*> These ara 

concerned with fitness appraisals, body aecheniee, eondi* 

tioning exercises, gymastics, weight training, rhythms, 

tee* sports, individual-dual sports, track and field, and 

facilities «ml dptpsent. Result® of tha survey shoved that 

tha proportion of th« sample which nil the recommended mini-

wan requirements was below 90 par cant in each of the tan 

areas of both tha boys* and girls* programs, Tha standard 

orror of each sampla percentage was computed and was 

reported as confidence limits. The standard error did not 

exceed 1*8 per cent for any of tha percentages• 

Table II above tha percentage of the saaple which vet 

the recommended adnlaaaa requirements in each of the areas 
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included to hypotheses 1A through lj» The standard error of 

each sample percentage Is also shown* 

TABLE II 

PERGE2SPTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH MET RECOMMENDED 
MINIMUM ESQUIREMEWS IN EACH AREA 

INCLUDED IH HYPOTHESIS I 

PMIgySB AVMI 
Percentage 
of Schools 

Girls Boys 

Standard Error 
of the 

Percentage 

Girls Boys 

Fitness appraisals 
Body mechanics 
Conditioning exercises 
'Gymnastics 
Weight training 
Rhythm® 
More than three team 
sports 

Minimum of two 
individual-dual 
sports 

Traok and field 
Adequate facilities 
and equipment 

73.4 
66«4 
59.3 
8*6 
12.4 
14.0 

59.6 

50 • 8 
48.9 

24.9 

74.3 
61.5 
64.6 
11.2 
64.9 
4.1 

78.2 

39.3 
73.4 

24.9 

1.6 
1.7 
1.7 
1.0 
1.6 
1 »2 

1*7 

1.8 
i*e 

1.5 

1.8 
1.7 
1.7 
1.1 
1.7 
.7 

1,5 

1.7 
1*6 

1.5 

Fitness Appraisals 

The survey revealed that 73.4 per cent of the girls* 

programs met the recommended minimum requirement of two or 

more physical fitness tests each school year. The standard 

error of this sample percentage was 1.6 per cent. Therefore* 

it was assumed that the true percentage lay between the 

limits 71.8 per cent and 75 per cent. A slightly higher 
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percentage of 74,3 was found for boys * programs. With a 

standard error of i.8 par cent, it was assumed that the true 

percentage for boys lay between the limit# 72,5 per cent and 

76.1 per cent* Ho physical fitness testa were included in 

10.8 per cent of the girls* program and 10,7 per cent of 

the boys* programs. 

the Texas Education Agency recommends that in addition 

to the minimi of two physical fitness tests a third be 

given, if possible each school year. It further recommends 

that the AAHPER Youth Fitness tests be used by all schools 

in their testing program. Findings revealed that only 52.5 

per cent of girls* programs and IS.4 per cent of the boys* 

programs included three or more fitness tests each school 

year. The AAHPER Youth Fitness Tests were -used in 44 per 

cant of the girls* programs and 37.9 per cent of the boys* 

programs • 

Body Mechanics 

It was found that 66.4 per cent of the girls* programs 

met the recommended minimum requirements for teaching body 

mechanics. The standard error o£ this sample percentage was 

1.7 per cent* This made it possible to assume that the true 

percentage lay between the limits 64*7 per cent and ©@.1 per 

cent* A lower percentage of 61.5 was found for boys* pro* 

grams. The standard error of this sample percentage was 

also 1.7 per cent. The true percentage for boys was assumed 
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to lie between the limits 59.8 per cent and 63.2' per cent. 

Further analysis of the result® showed that 8,5 per cent ®f 

the girls'* programs and 9*6 per cent of the boys* programs 

did mot include the teaching of body mechanics. The 

remaining 25*3 per cent of the girls* programs and 28.9 per 

cent of the boys* programs did not meet the recommended 

Hdnimum requirements because their programs included only 

those body movements concerned with the playing of sports* 

They did not offer instruction in the fundamental movements 

used in everyday living, sueh as walking, lifting, pushing, 

and pulling* 

Conditioning Exercises 

the results of the survey showed that 59*3 per oent of 

the girls* programs met the recommended minimum requirements 

for conditioning exercises• The standard error of this 

sample percentage was 1*7 per cent* therefore, it was 

assumed that the true percentage lay between the limits 37*6 

per cent and 61 per cent* h higher percentage ®£ 64.6 per 

cent was revealed for boys* programs* With a standard error 

of 1.7 per cent, it was assumed that the true percentage for 

boys* programs lay between the limits 62.9 per cent and 66.3 

per cent* only eight teachers reported no conditioning 

exercise program for girls and only twelve teachers reported 

no exercise program for boys. The remaining 313 girls* pro-

grams and 266 boys* programs did not meet the recommended 
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radniwum requirements because they either failed to provide 

exercises every class period or did not allow sufficient 

time for them each class period* 

The Teams Education Agency standards simply specify 

that exercise® be given each class period. The desirable 

program would include conditioning exerciser five periods 

each week# A latter section- of this chapter reveals that 

ninety*«ise of the sample schools did not provide physical 

education classes five days per week. On the basis of the 

above standard, these sohools were credited with meeting the 

minimis! requirements if they provided exercises each time 

they did have class and if they provided sufficient time for 

the exercise period. Additional information taken from the 

survey results stewed that only 69*4 per cent of the girls* 

programs and 71,8 per cent of the boys* programs provided 

conditioning exercises five period® each week. However, 

only the reported 59*3 per cent of the girls* programs and 

@4*6 per cent of the boys* programs were Meting the recom* 

mended minimum requirements because the tine spent on the 

exercises each day was less than eight minutes. 

A desirable method of giving conditioning exercises is 

suggested by the Testes Education Agency. This method is 

referred to as the "speed principle,1* whereby students per* 

form the exercises as rapidly as possible within a prescribed 

time. The survey results showed that 27*7 per cent of the 
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girls* teachers and 33,9 per cent of the boy®1 teachers made 

use of tills principle* 

A w m a f*imm 

%jgf j r WMtMm W. wy^^WjpBf. 

the survey revealed that 6.6 per cent of the girls* 

programs met the recoswiended minimum requiremnts for gym* 

mastics. The standard error of this sample percentage was 

1 per cent. This toade it possible to assume that the time 

percentage lay between the limits 7.6 per cent and 9.6 per 

cent. A percentage of 11.2 was found for boys* programs• A 

standard error of 1.1 per cent made it 'possible to assume 

that the true percentage for boys* lay between the limits 

10.1 per cent and 12.3 per cent. 

Additional analysis of the survey results revealed that 

the percentage of schools meeting the requirements for gym-

nastics was quite low in all five classes, but the small 

school percentage was especially low at 5 per cent for girls 

and 5.6 per cent for boys. The highest percentage found in 

any class was 29.3 for class boys. 

A majority of the schools given credit for meting the 

minimum requirements did not actually have a comprehensive 

program of gymnastics. Many of the schools counted here had 

tumbling with a very limited number of apparatus activities, 

in sons cases only one or two. table XII shows the number 

of teachers that reported certain gymnastic activities as 

part of their program. 
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As indicated in fable 111, tutubliug was included in 409, 

or Si.,? per cent, of the girls* programs and 364, or 46 per 

cent» of the boys* programs • This number is <|uite high com-

pared to the number of times the other gytsaaatic activities 

TABLE 111 

ENNMSTIC ACTIVITIES REPORTED I F 
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 

Gymnastic Activities 
Hutttber Which 
Reported for 
Cirls* Programs 

Number Which 
Reported for 

: Boys * Programs 

Horizontal bar 
Parallel bars 
long or side horse 
Plying rings 
Tranpoline 
Balance beam 
Tumbling 

16 
2® 
12 
7 
73 
31 
409 

4 8 
49 
18 
18 
65 
26 
364 

were included• A majority of this group wee not credited 

with meeting the recommended radniraum requirements because 

only the reported 8.6 per cent of girls* programs and 11.2 

per cent of boya* programs offered apparatus activities in 

addition to tumbling* The standards outlined in Chapter III 

indicated that both tumbling and apparatus activities must 

be offered in order for the school to be considered as 

meeting the minimum requirements • 

The second ranking gymnastic activity wa® the trampoline# 

appearing in seventy-three girls* program® and sixty-five 
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boys * programs* A number of teachers reported this us the 

only apparatus activity In their program. The remaining 

activities did not appear often enough to merit further 

discussion. 

Weight Training; 

The findings revealed that 12.4 per cent of the girls * 

programs met the recommended minimum requirement for weight 

training. The standard error of this sample percentage was 

1.6 per eent, Therefore, it was assumed that the true per* 

centage lay between the limits 10*3 per eent and 14 per eent, 

A much higher percentage of 64.9 was found for boys* pro-

grama* With a standard error of 1.7 per eent, it wae 

poaaible to assume that the true percentage for boys lay 

between the limits €3.2 per eent and 66.6 per cent. 

A class-by-alaas analysis of the percentage of schools 

which were meeting the requirements for weight training 

revealed an unusual variation. Percentages for Classes B, 

2A, and 3A programs were very close to the overall per-

centage for girls that was reported above* Percentages for 

Classes A and 4A programs were quite different. Class A 

exceeded all classes with a 20.7 per cent, whereas Class 4A 

girls* programs were lowest with a 3.2 per cent. Ho sig-

nificant variations' were noted among the various classes for 

boys* weight training programs, except Class B and again 

Class 4A ranked slightly lower than the other three classes. 
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A variation was found alao in the frequency of weight 

training periods* It was found that 57,1 per cent of the 

girls* programs end 36.2 per cent of the Wye* programs 

which included weight training allowed participation only 

one or two days each week* Students in the remaining 

schools which offered weight training participated from 

three to five periods weekly • 

Rhythms 

The survey results indicated that 14 per cent of the 

girls * programs met the recommended minimum requirements for 

rhythms, the standard error of this sample percentage was 

1*2 per cent which made it possible to assume that the true 

percentage lay between the limits 12.8 per cent and 15*2 per 

cent, A very low percentage of 4.1 was found for hoys* pro-

grams. A standard error of .7 per cent made it possible to 

assume that the true percentage for boys lay between the 

limits 3.4 per cent and 4.8 per cent, fhe Texes Education 

Agency standards suggest folk rhythms only for boysf there* 

fore, each teacher that checked yes for this activity was 

given credit for meeting the recommended minimum requirement. 

The suggested program for girls* however, includes both folk 

and modem rhythms. Therefore, only the teachers that 

checked yes for both these activities were given credit for 

meeting the requirements. 
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further analysis of the survey information showed that 

folk rhythms were more common in girls* programs than modem 

rhythms* The findings revealed that 30.7 per cent of the 

girls* sample included folk rhythmst while 17.8 par cent had 

modem rhythms. Only the reported 14 per cent included both 

types of rhythms however. 

Team Sports 

The results showed that 59.6 per eeat of the girls* 

programs included a variety of more than three team sports. 

The standard error of this sample percentage was 1.7 per 

cent. This made it possible to assume that the true per* 

eentage lay between the limits 57 *9 per cent and 61.5 per 

cent* A higher percentage of 78.2 was found for boys* pro* 

grams. With a standard error of 1.5 per cent, it was 

possible to assume that the true percentage for.boys lay 

between the limits 76.7 per cent and. 79.7 per cent. 

A class-by-*class analysis of the percentage of schools 

which offered a variety of more than three team sports was 

also made to determine which class or classes were respon-

sible for the lower girls* percentage. The small schools 

were primarily responsible for the girls* percentage being 

lower than the boys* percentage» Class 1 schools were 

especially low,with only 43.1 per cent of the girls* programs 

including a variety of more than three team sports. 
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Additional analysis ahowed that, a« expected, nor« than 

90 par cent of both the boys* and girls* programs included 

at least two team sports. This is tha suggested minimum of 

tha Texaa Education Agency. Tha findings revealed that 9S.7 

.per oent of tha girls* programs and 99 par oant of tha boys* 

programs included two or mora taam sports. A majority of 

tha programs for both girls and boys itieludad from two to 

five taam sports. Only 12.9 par eaat of tha girls' programs 

and 18.8 par eant of tha boys* programs provided for mora 

than five. Just nine of tha girls* programs and four of tha 

boya* programs offered less than two. 

Tha hypothesis for this area waa based on the assump~ 

tion that many schools did not offer mora than tha three 

traditional team sports*~baskatbal1# Softball, and volley-

bell. This is clearly demonstrated in Table IV, which shows 

the number of teachers that reported oertein team sports ae 

part of their program. 

As indicated in Table IV, basketball, aoftball, and 

volleyball far outranked all other teem sports, indicating 

that many schools offered these sports only in their program. 

Each of these three sports was included in over 90 per cent 

of both tha boys* end girls* programs, with tha exception of 

Softball for boys which was included in 84 per cent of their 

programs. The fourth ranking activity for both girls and 

boys was soccer, which was included in less than 50 per cent 
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of the programs. Speedball did not rank high in either 

boy®* or girls* programs but was included w e often for 

girls. Field hockey was offered by a small percentage of 

the sample, appearing in thirty-five girls* programs and 

twenty-eight boys* programs. 

TABLE IV 

TEAM SPORTS REPORTED BY THE HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 

Team Sports 
Number Which 
Reported for 
Girls * Programs 

Number Which 
Reported for 
toys * Programs 

Basketball 766 780 
Field hotkey 35 28 
Soccer 307 341 
Softball 714 666 
Speedball aoo 144 
Volleyball 782 729 

Individual-Dual Sports 

The findings revealed that SO.8 per cent of the girls' 

programs met the recommended minimum retirements for indi-

vidual-dual sports. The standard error of this sample 

percentage was 1.8 per centf therefore, it was assumed that 

the true percentage lay between the limits 49 per cent and 

32.6 per cent. A percentage of 39.3 was found for boys* 

programs. With a standard error of 1.7 per cent, it was 

possible to assume that the true percentage for boys lay 

between the limits 37.6 per cent and 41 per cent. A more 
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complete analysis of the survey results revealed that Glass 

B schools again vere much lower in this area than the other 

classes with a 27.8 per oent for girls and 28.5 per cent for 

boys. The percentage of schools meeting the requirements 

for individual-dual sports tended to increase with class 

size, ranging up to 83.6 per cent for Class 4A girls and 

54.7 per cent for Class 3A boys. The percentage for Class 

44 boys dropped off slightly to 43,9. 

A breakdown of the number of individual-dual sports 

offered by the schools which met the minimu® requirements in 

this area showed that many programs did not include ©ore 

than the two required sports. Actually, a majority of this 

qualifying group in both the boys* and girls* programs fell 

into this category except Classes 3A and 4A girls* programs. 

Most of the programs in these two classes Included at least 

three sports of this type. Taken as a whole, however, only 

43 per cent of the qualifying girls* programs included more 

than two individual sports, while only 26 per cent included 

more than two dual sports. Of the qualifying boys* programs, 

34 per cent included more than two individual sports and 14 

per cent included more than two dual sports. 

Table V shows the number of teachers that reported 

certain individual and dual sports as part of their program* 

As indicated in Table V, the dual sports, badminton and 

tennis, far outranked the individual sports. Badminton 
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ranked first for girts, appearing in 36.5 par cant of all 

the programs. Tennis followed closely with a 54,S par cant. 

Tha reverse was true for boys* programs. Tannie was 

repartad by 41.2 par ©ant of tha responding schools, while 

badminton was reported by only 34.8 per cent. 

TABLE ¥ 

INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL SPORTS REPORTED 
BY THE HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 

Individual 
and 

Dual Sports 

Number Which 
Reported for 
Girls» Programs 

Number Which 
Reported for 
Boys* Programs 

Archery 174 68 
Badminton 447 273 
Bowling 69 52 
Oolf 63 95 
Tennis 431 326 

Archery waa the leading individual sport in girls * pro* 

grams, followed by bowling and golf. In boys* programs, 

golf ranked first, followed by archery and bowling. Theae 

sports did not rank very high in either the boys* or girls* 

programs. Archery was reported by 22 per cent of the girls* 

sample and golf by 12 per cent of the boys* sample. 

Track and field 

The survey results showed that 48.9 per cent of the 

girls* programs set the recommended minimum requirements for 
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track and field. The standard error of this sample per* 

centaga was 1*3 per cent. This made it possible to assume 

that the true percentage lay between the limits 47,1 per 

cent and 50.7 per cent. A much higher percentage of 73.4 

was found for boys * program#• A standard error of 1,0 per 

cent made it possible to assume that the true percentage for 

boy* lay between the limits 71.8 per cent and 75 per cent. 

An additional 8 per cent of the girls* sample reported a 

limited program of track only. An additional 16 per cent of 

the boys* sample reported that track and field were offered, 

but these were limited to Interscholastic League teams. 

A class-by-class analysis showed that the percentage of 

schools which met the minimum requirements for track and 

field was fairly uniform throughout all five classes of 

schools in both the boys* and girls* programs. In the 

girls* programs, Class 2A ranked low with a 40.0 per cent. 

Classes A and 5A ranked high with 53.6 per cent and 53.4 per 

cent, respectively. In the boys* programs, Class B ranked 

low with a 68.5 per cent, while Class 3A ranked high with 

@2.1 per cent. The other classes in each case ranked quite 

close to the average per cent. 

Facilities and Equipment 

The survey revealed that 24.9 per cent of the responding 

schools provided adequate facilities and equipment for a 

balanced physical education program. The standard error of 
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this sample percentage was 1.5 per cent. Therefore, it was 

assumed that the true percentage lay between the limits 25.4 

per ©ent end 26.4 per cent. An important variation was dis-

covered in this area, Question number seven in the general 

•eotion of the questionnaire simply asked, "Does your school 

provide adequate facilities and equipment for a well-rounded 

physical education program?" The results allowed that SI per 

cent of the responding teachers answered yes to this cgues* 

tlon. The last question in the hoys* and girls' sections of 

the questionnaire asked, "Does your school provide the 

facilities and equipment that would be needed for the compre-

hensive program covered in this questionnaire?" As reported 

above, 24.9 per oent of the respondents answered yes to this 

question# This was considered as being the percentage 

having adequate facilities and equipment. 

Additional analysis revealed that the percentage that 

had adequate facilities and equipment in the various classes 

tended to increase with class size, ranging from 18.5 per 

cent in Class B to 33.8 per cent in Class 4A. 

A complete breakdown showing the percentage in each of 

the five classes which net the recommended mlnimm require-

ments for the ten'areas of hypothesis 1 is found in Appendix 

0, fables XVI through XXV. 
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Summary of Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1 stated that less than 90 per cent of the 

responding schools meet the recommended minimum requirements 

for the following! (A) fitness appraisals, (B) body 

mechanics, (C) conditioning exercises, <B) gymnastics, (E) 

weight training, (?) rhythms, (Q) a variety of more than 

three team sports, (H) individual«dual sports, (I) track *m4 

field, and (J) adequate facilities and equipment for a 

balanced physical education program* The evidence obtained 

in this study supported hypothesis I in all ten areas. 

The survey results showed that 73.4 per cent of the 

girls* programs net the recommended minimum requirements for 

hypothesis lA, 66.4 per cent for hypothesis IB, 59.5 per 

cent for hypothesis 1C, 8.6 per cent for hypothesis ID, 12.4 

per cent for hypothesis IE, 14 per cent for hypothesis IF, 

39.6 per cent for hypothesis la, SO.8 per cent for hypothe-

sis IH, and 48.9 per cent for hypothesis II. 

The results indicated that 74.3 per cent of the boys* 

programs met the recommended minimum requirement s for 

hypothesis IA» 61.5 per cent for hypothesis I®, 64*6 per 

cent for hypothesis IG, 11.2 per cent for hypothesis ID, 

64.9 per cent for hypothesis IE, 4.1 per cent for hypothesis 

IF, 78.2 per cent for hypothesis I©, 39.3 per cent for 

hypothesis IH, and 73.4 per cent for hypothesis II. 
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The findings revealed that 24.9 per cent of the 

responding schools qualified for hypothesis 1J. 

Comparisons between Large and 
Small School Programs 

The tan areas included in hypothesis 1, were used to 

make comparisons between large and small school programs for 

hypothesis 2. These ten areas are grouped into hypotheses 

24, B, 0, and B. (See page 3.) 

The difference between the percentages of large and 

small schools which aet the recosaraended minimum requirements 

were determined for each of the ten areas for both the boys* 

and girls* programs. The significance of the difference 

between the percentages was then computed in each area. 

Table VI portrays each program area, the percentage 

difference between large and small schools, the t value, and 

the findings of significant difference or no significant 

difference. 

Table VI shows that in the girls* programs the differ* 

ence between the large and small school percentages in seven 

of the program areas was significant at the 5 per cent level 

or better) thereforev the statistical hypothesis of no sig-

nificant difference was rejected. In six of these seven 

areas, the large school percentage was significantly greater 

than the small school percentage. Xn one of these areas, 

the small school percentage was significantly greater. The 
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difference between the large and small school percentage in 

three of the areas vac not significant! therefore, the 

statistical hypothesis of no significant difference was 

retained* 

TABLE VI 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN LARGE AID SHALL SCHOOL PROGRAMS 

Girls1 Programs Boys1 r Programs 

program Area Per Per 
Cent t Finding Cent t Finding 
Dx££ « 

Finding 
Diff. 

Finding 

Adequate facilities 
• t.. and equipment 13.1 4.23 S-L* 15*1 4.23 S-L 

Fitness appraisals 18 *2 5.68 S-L ! 16*7 5.22 S»L 
Body mechanics 6*5 l.tl m* 4.9 1.40 US 
Gymnastics t.O 4.30 S-L 14.1 6.13 S-L 
Rhythms 20*4 8.16 S-L *6 *43 US 
Minimum of two 
individual-dual 
sports 38.7 10.75 $-L 16.1 4.60 S-L 

Track and field 6*7 1.86 NS 3.0 I.36 US 
More than three 
team sports 22.6 6*27 S-L 7*0 2*53 S»L 

Conditioning 
exercises 5.6 1.56 118 *** 3*0 1*43 m 

Weight training 3.2 2.17 s-s 4*8 1.37 m 
*S-L signifies that the difference was significant at 

the S per cent level or better in favor of large schools. 

**H3 signifies that the difference was not significant 
at the 5 per cent level* 

***3-8 signifies that the difference was significant at 
the 5 per cent level or better in favor of small schools* 

In the hoys1 programs, the difference between the large 

and email school percentages in five of the program areas 
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was significant at the 5 per cent level or better? there* 

fore, the statistical hypothesis of no significant differ* 

ence was rejected. In eech -of these five areas the large 

school percentage was significantly greater than the small 

school percentage. The difference between the large and 

small school percentages in the ether five areas was not 

significant; therefore, the statistical hypothesis of no 

significant difference was retained. 

Facilities and 

A significantly greater percentage of large schools 

provided adequate facilities and equipment for a balanced 

physical education program* The survey revealed that 32.8 

per cent of the 314 large schools and If.7 per cent of the 

476 small schools had adequate facilities and equipment. 

This 13*1 per cent difference was significant at better than 

the I per cent level. The various class percentages that 

made up these two groups were very close to their common 

group percentages. This indicates how clearly the differ* 

ence between the large and small schools was defined in this 

area. 

Fitness Appraisals 

A significantly greater percentage of large schools met 

the minimum requirement® for fitness appraisals in girls* 

progress. The findings indicated that 84.3 per cent of the 
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large schools and 66.1 per cent of the small schools quali-

fied in this area* This 18*2 per cent difference was sig-

nificant at better than the I per cent level# In the boys* 

programs t the large school percentage was also significantly 

greater than the snail school percentage* It was found that 

@4.3 per cent of the large schools and 67*6 per cent of the 

small schools met the minimum requirements for fitness 

appraisals. The difference of 16*7 per cent was significant 

at better than the 1 per cent level* 

An examination of the various class percentages 

revealed that the difference between the large and small 

schools was not so clearly defined in this area as in the 

previous area* there was a wider gap between the Class A 

and Class 1 percentages than between the Class A and Class 24 

percentages* Class 2A had the lowest percentage of the 

large school group, loth the boys* and girls* percentages 

in Class B fell approximately 10 per cent below the Class A 

percentages, whereas the Class A boys* and girls* percent* 

ages fell approximately 7 per cent below the Class 2A per* 

centages• 

Body Mechanics 

Mo significant difference was found between the per-

centage of large and small schools which met the minimum 

requirements for teaching body mechanics* In the girls* 

programs, 70.3 per cent of the large schools and 63*8 per 
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cent of the small, schools qualified. In the boys * programs , 

58.3 per cent of the large schools and 63.4 par cent of the 

small schools met the minimum requirements. Both the 6*5 

per cent difference in the girls* programs and the 4.9 per 

cent difference in the boys1 programs failed to reach the 

5 per cent level of significance. Additional analysis of 

the survey results revealed that Class 2A was primarily 

responsible for the girls* large school group failing t© 

have a significantly greater percentage than the snail 

school group* The Olass 2A percentage was approximately 

6 par cent lower than both the Olass 3A and Olass 4A per* 

centages. The various class percentages in the boys* 

programs did not vary greatly from their eo&ston group per-

centage. The unusual factor here was the Class B percentage, 

which was slightly higher than the other four class per* 

centages. 

Gymnastics 

A significantly greater percentage of large schools net 

the recommended minimum requirements for gynnaatics in the 

girls* programs. The results showed that 14 per cent of the 

large schools and 5 per cent of the small schools met the 

requirements• This 9 per cent difference was significant at 

better than the I per cent level. The boys* large achool 

percentage was also significantly greater than the small 

achool percentage. It was found that 19.7 per cent of the 
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large schools and 5*6 per cent of the small school* quali-

fied in this area. 'The difference of 14.1 per cent was 

significant at hatter than the I per cent level* 

Further examination, of the survey results showed that 

in both the hoys* and girls* program® the Class 24 percentage 

fell much lower than the other large school olass percent* 

ages* This was especially noticeable in the boys * programs 

where the Class 44 percentage was 16,6 per cent higher than 

the Glass '24 percentage* 

Rhythms 

The percentage of large schools which net the recom-

mended minimum requirements for girls* rhythms was signifi-

cantly greater than the small school percentage. The 

findings indicated that 26*4 per cent of the large schools 

and 6 per cent of the saall schools met the requirements in 

this area* This 20.4 per cent difference was significant at 

better than the I per cent level* Mo significant difference 

was found between the percentage of large aiad snail schools 

which met the requirements for rhythms in the boys* programs* 

Both the large and snail school percentages were extremely 

low with a 3.8 and 4*4f respectively* The „6 per cent dif-

ference failed to reach the 5 per cent level of significance. 

A class-by-class examination of the findings revealed 

that each of the class percentages in the boys* programs was 

very close to the two group percentages; however, greater 
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differences were noticeable among the various classes in the 

girls* programs. This was particularly true of the large 

school group where the Class 44 percentage was 28.9 per cent 

above the Class 2A percentage. 

Individual*.Dual Sport a 

A significantly greater percentage of large school* met 

the recommended minima® requirement® for individual-dual 

aporta in the girls* programs. The survey revealed that 

74.2 per cent of the large schools and 33.5 per ©eat of the 

•®ell schools qualified in this area. This 58.7 per cent 

difference was significant at better than the 1 per cent 

level. In the hoys* program, the large school percentage 

was also significantly greater than the small school per* 

centage. It was found that 49 per cent of the large schools 

and 32.9 per ©eat of the small schools met the requirements 

for individual«dual sports. The 16.1 per cent difference 

was significant at better than the 1 per cent level* 

Additional analysis revealed that the low percentages 

for small schools in this area were due to the low Class B 

percentages. The Class B girls* percentage was 22.2 per 

cent below the Class A girls* percentage and the Class B 

boys * percentage was 12.9 per cent below the Class A boys * 

percentage. The Class A percentage was sufficiently lower 

than the Class 2A percentage in both the girls* and boys* 
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projgrams, however, to show a clear difference between large 

and smell schools. 

Track and Field 

The difference between large and small schools which 

net the recommended minimum requirements for track and field 

was not significant• In the girls* programs» 44.9 per dent 

of the large schools and 91.6 per cent of the small schools 

qualified. In the boys* programs, 76.4 per cent of the 

large schools and 71.4 per cent of the small schools met the 

minimum requirements. loth the 6.7 per cent difference in 

the girl#' program® and the 5 per cent difference in the 

boys* programs failed to reach the 5 per cent level of sig-

nificance. The only noteworthy differences in this area 

were between boys' and girls* programs, which will be dealt 

with in a latter portion of this chapter# 

Team Sports 

The percentage of large schools which offered a variety 

of more than three team sports was significantly greater 

than the small school percentage in both the girls* and 

boys* programs, for girls, 73.2 per cent of the large 

schools and SO.6 per cent of the small schools qualified. 

This 22.6 per cent difference was significant at better than 

the 1 per cent level. For boys, @2.4 per cent of the large 

schools and 7S.4 per cent of the small schools qualified. 
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The 7 per cent difference was significant at better than the 

5 per cent level. Class 1 girls* programs were particularly 

weak- in this area. This weakness was the primary reason why 

the wide difference existed between large and email schools* 

Mo great differences were noticeable between the various 

class percentages in the boys* programs* as indicated by the 

rather low percentage of difference between large and small 

schools• 

Conditioning Exercises 

Ho significant difference was found between the per* 

centage of large and small schools which met the recoimended 

minimum requirements for conditioning exercises. In the 

girls* programs, 62*7 per cent of the large schools and 57.1 

per cent of the small schools qualified* In the boys* pro* 

grams, 67*8 per cent of the large schools and 62*8 per cent 

of the small schools met the requirements• loth the 5.6 per 

cent difference for girls and the 5 per cent difference for 

boys failed to reach the 5 per cent level of significance. 

1© great differences existed between the percentages of the 

various classes in this area* In both the girls* and boys* 

programs, all the various class percentages were quite close 

to their common group percentages* 

Weight Training 

A significantly greater percentage of small schools met 

the recommended minimum requirements for weight training in 
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girls* program#• The findings indicated that 14,4 per cent 

of the avail aohoola and 9.2 per oent of the large aohoola 

qualified. Thia JS.2 per oent difference was significant at 

better than the 5 per cent level• Mo significant difference 

was found between the percentage of large and small aehoola 

which ®et the requirements for boya* weight training. The 

survey revealed that 67 *S per cent of the large aohoola and 

61 per oent of the email aohoola qualified. The 4,8 per 

cent difference failed to reach the 5 per oent level of sig-

nificance. Further analyaia revealed that Olaa® 4A girls* 

programs were the weakest in thia area. Only 3.2 per cent 

of that sample met the requirements for thia area. Once 

again, the moat aignifioant differences were those that 

exiated between girls* and boya* programs. 

Summary of Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 2 atated that there ia a aignifioant dif-

ference between the program® of large and email aohoola. 

Hypothesis 2A atated that a significantly greater percentage 

of large aohoola have adequate facilities and equipatent for 

a balanced phyaioal education program. The evidence 

obtained during thia atudy aupported thia hypotheaia. The 

large achool percentage waa 13.1 per oent higher than the 

wall achool percentage and waa aignifioant at better than 

the 1 per cent level. 
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Hypothesis 21 stated that a significantly greater per** 

centage of large schools meet the recommended miniosum 

requirement® for fitness appraisals# training in body 

mechanics, gymnastics, rhythmic activitiesv individual-duel 

sports, and track and field. 

The evidence obtained supported the hypothesis com* 

cerning fitness appraisals for both boys* and girls* pro* 

grams, -the large school girls* percentage was 18.2 per cent 

higher than the small school percentage, while the large 

school boys* percentage was 16.7 per cent higher than the 

small school percentage. The difference was significant at 

better than the 1' per cant level in both the boys* and girls* 

programs. 

The results of the study did not support the hypothesis 

concerning the teaching of body mechanics. The small per* 

eentage difference between large and small schools was not 

significant in either the girls* or boys* programs* 

The findings supported the hypothesis concerning gym* 

nasties for both boys* and girls* programs. The girls* 

large school percentage was 9 per cent higher than the entail 

school percentage. The boys* large school percentage was 

14.1 per cent higher than the small school percentage. The 

difference was significant at better than the 1 per cent 

level in both the boys* and girls* programs. 
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The; evidence obtained supported the hypothesis con-

cerning rhythmic activities for girls* programs but did not 

for boys * programs. The girls* large school percentage was 

20.4 per cent higher than the email school percentage arid 

mas significant at better than the 1 per cent level. Ho 

significant difference was found between Large and small 

school boys * programs* 

The survey results supported the hypothesis concerning 

individual-dual sports for both boys* and girls* programs* 

The girls* large school percentage was 38.7 per cent higher 

than the snail school percentage* The boys* large school 

percentage was 16*1 per cent higher than the small school 

percentage. The difference was significant at better than 

the 1 per cent level in both the boys* and girls* programs, 

The results of the survey did not support the. hypothesis 

concerning track and field. The percentage difference 

between large and small schools was not significant in 

either the girls* or boys* programs. 

Hypothesis 20 stated, that a significantly greater per* 

centage of large schools offer a variety of wire than three 

team sports. The evidence obtained supported this hypothesis 

for both girls* and boys * programs. The girls * large school 

percentage was 22.6 per cent higher than the small school 

percentage, while the boys* large school percentage was 7 

per cent higher than the small school percentage. The girls* 
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percentage was aignifleant at better than the 1 per cent 

level and tli# boys * percentage at better than the 5 per cent 

Level. 

Hypotheaia 2D stated that a significantly greater per* 

centage of small schools meet the recommended minimum 

requirements for conditioning exercises and weight training* 

The results of 'the study did not support the hypothesis con* 

earning conditioning exercises* Mo significant difference 

was found between the large and small school percentages in 

either the girls* or hoys* programs. The evidence did sup* 

port the hypothesis concerning weight training 'for girls hut 

not for boys. The small school girls* percentage was 5.2 

per cent higher than the large school percentage and was 

significant at better than the 3 per cent level* The per* 

centage difference between boys* large and small school 

programs for weight training was not significant• 

Comparisons between Boys* and Qlrls* Programs 

the same ten areas included in hypotheses 1 and 2 were 

used to make comparisons between boys* and girls* programs 

for hypothesis 3. These ten areas are grouped into 

hypotheses 3A, B, C, and D. (See page 4.) 

Comparisons were made between boys* and girls* programs 

in each of the five classes. The difference between the 

boys* and girls* percentages was determined for each of the 
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ten area* in each of the five classes * The significance, of 

each percentage difference was than computed. 

Class 1 

Table VII portray# each program area, the percentage 

difference between girls* and boys• programst the t value, 

and the findings of significant difference or no significant 

difference for the 312 Class B programs, 

m»Ui VII 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN CIASS B BOYS* A W GIRLS» PROGRAMS 

Program Area Percentage 
Difference 1 Finding 

Adequate facilities 
and equipment .0 *00 IS* 

Fitness appraisals 2*6 *67 NS 
Body mechanics 2*9 .76 NS 
Gymnastics *9 *30 m 
Rhythms .7 •41 m 
Minimum of two 
ind ividual-»dual 
sports *7 .19 m 

More than three 
S-B** team sports 29.9 7.67 S-B** 

Conditioning exercises 10*3 2*64 S*B 
Weight training 
Track and field 

47,4 12*47 S-B Weight training 
Track and field 17*9 4*39 S-B 

m*wmm **-u *.*» mxan*m> wmm **%*«» 9 4 | i ( i » 4 JblMKMi, 

at the 3 per cent level* 

**S~B signifies that the difference was significant at 
the 5 per cent level or better in favor of boys* programs* 

This table shows that the difference between boys* and 

girls* percentages in four of the ten program areas was 
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significant at better than the 1 per cent level} therefore, 

the statistical hypothesis of no significant difference was 

rejected. In each of these four areas the boys* percentage 

was significantly greater than the girls* percentage. The 

difference between girls* and boys* percentages in the 

remaining six areas was not significant? therefore, the 

statistical hypothesis of no significant difference was 

retained. 

As indicated in Table VII, no significant difference 

was found between the percentage of Glass B girls* and boys* 

programs which ®et the requirements for facilities and 

equipment* fitness appraisals, body mechanics, gymnastics, 

rhythms, and Individual-duel sports* 

A significantly greater percentage of boys* programs 

offered a variety of more than three team sports. The bays* 

percentage was 29*9 per cent higher than the girls* per* 

centage and was significant at better than the 1 per cent 

level* 

A significantly greater percentage of hoys* program 

met the recommended minimum requirements for conditioning 

exercises, weight training, and track and field. The boys* 

percentage was 10.3 per cent higher than the girls* per* 

centage for conditioning exercises, 47.4 per cent higher for 

weight training, and 17.9 per cent higher for track and 
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field* Each of these percentages was significant at better 

than the I per cent level* 

Class 4 
iittiuiMiiiBiipiiiiitiiiimiriXiW mm 

Table VIII shows each program area* the percentage dif-

ference between girls * and boys' programs f the j; value, and 

the findings of significant difference or no significant 

difference for the 104 Class A programs• 

TAB is viti 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN CXASS A BGT3* AND GIRLS' PROGRAMS 

Percentage 
Finding Program Area Difference t 

*§w* 
Finding 

Adequate facilities 
and equipment •0 *00 NS* 

Fitness appraisals .6 *13 NS 
Body mechanics 6*7 1*26 MS 
Gymnastics 
Rhythms 

.0 
6,1 

.00 
m m 
<m • «##* 

m ^ S»G** 
Minimum of two 
individual-dual 
sports 8,6 1*56 IS 

More than three 
S-B*** team sports 15.3 3*00 S-B*** 

Conditioning exercises 3*1 .57 NS 
Weight training 
Track and field 

10*6 9*20 S-B Weight training 
Track and field 23*2 4*37 S»B 

at the 5 per cent level* 

**S-G signifies that the difference was significant at 
the 5 per ©eat level or better in favor of girls * programs• 

S*B signifies that the difference was significant at 
the 5 per cent level or better in favor of boys' programs* 
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This tabid shows that the difference between girls' and 

boys* percentages in four of the program areas was signifi-

cant at batter than the 5 par cant level{ therefore, the 

statistical hypothesis of no significant difference was 

rejected. In one of these four areas, the girls* percentage 

was significantly higher than the boys* percentage* In the 

other three areas* the boys* percentage was significantly 

higheri In the remaining six areas* no significant differ-

ence was found between girls* and boys* programs? therefore* 

the statistical hypothesis of no significant difference was 

retained. 

As seen in Table VIII, no significant difference was 

found between the percentage of Class A girls* and boys* 

programs which met the requirements for facilities and 

equipment, fitness appraisals, body mechanics, gymnastics, 

individual-dual sports, and conditioning exercises. 

A significantly greater percentage of girls* programs 

met the minimum requirements for rhythms. The girls* per-

centage was 6.1 per cent higher than the boys* percentage 

and was significant at better than the 5 per cent level. 

The percentage of boys* programs which offered a 

variety of ware than three teas sports was significantly 

greater than the girls* percentage. The boys* percentage 

exceeded the girls* percentage by 15.3 per cent ami was 

significant at better than the 1 per cent level. 
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la the areas of weight training and track and field, 

the percentage of boys* programs which met the requirements 

was also significantly greater than the girls* percentage* 

The hoys* percentage was SO.6 per cent higher than the girls* 

percentage for weight training and 23.2 per cent higher for 

track and field. The difference was significant at better 

than the 1 per cent level in both the hoys* and girls* pro* 

grams. 

Class 24 

Table XX portrays each program area, the percentage 

difference between girls* and boys1 programs, the t valuef 

and the findings of significant difference or no significant 

difference for the 149 Class 2A programs. 

This table shows that the difference between girls* and 

boys* percentages in four of the program areas was signifi-

cant at better than the I per cent level| therefore, the 

statistical hypothesis of no significant difference was 

rejected* The girls* percentage was significantly higher 

than the boys* percentage in two of these four areas* The 

boys* percentage was significantly higher in the other two 

areas* Ho significant difference was found between girls* 

and boys* programs in the remaining six areas| therefore, 

the statistical hypothesis of no significant difference was 

retained. 
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Table IX shews that no significant difference was found 

between the percentage of Class 24 girt#* and boys* programs 

which met the requirements for facilities ami equipment # 

fitness appraisals, body mechanice# gymnastics, team sports, 

and conditioning exercises* 

TABLE IX 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN CXASS 24 BOYS1 AND GIRLS* PROGRAMS 

Program Area Percentage 
Difference t Finding 

Adequate facilities 
and equipment .0 .00 MS* 

fitness appraisals .6 .13 I US 
Body mechanics 6.7 1.20 ' NS 
Gymnastics 4*0 1.11 MS 
Rhythms 10.8 3.48 S-0** 
Minimum of two 

S-0** 

individual-dual 
sports 18.8 3.24 8*0 

More than three 
team sports 7.4 1.64 NS 

Conditioning exercises .7 .13 Hi 
Weight training 
frank and field 

61.7 10.02 S-B*** Weight training 
frank and field 33.5 S»88 S~B 

at the 5 per ©exit level. 
*j|p 

S-0 signifies that the difference was significant at 
the £ per cent level or better in favor of girls* programs. 

S»B signifies that the difference was significant at 
the 5 per cent level or better in favor of boys* programs, 

A significantly greater percentage of girls* programs 

met the minimum requirements for rhythms and individual-dual 
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•port*. The girt** percentage was 10.8 per cent higher than 

the boys* percentage for rhythms and 18.8 per cent higher 

for individual<*dual sports. Both percentages were signifi-

cant at better than the 1 per cent level. 

The percentage of boy®* program® which net the require-

ments for weight training and track and field was signifi-

cantly higher than the girls* percentages. The boys* 

percentage was ©1.7 per cent higher than the girl®* per* 

centage for weight training and was 33.3 per cent higher for 

track and field. The difference was significant at better 

than the 1 per cent level in both the boys * and girls* 

programs. 

Class 3a 

Table X shows each program area, the percentage differ* 

ence between girls* and boys* programs, the j£ value, and the 

findings of significant difference ©r no significant differ-

ence for the 73 Glass SA programs. 

This table shows that the difference between girls* and 

boys* percentages in five of the program areas was signifi* 

cant at better than the 1 per cent level< therefore, the 

statistical hypothesis of no significant difference was 

rejected. The girls* percentage was significantly greater 

in three of these five areas, while the boys" percentage was 

significantly higher in the other two. No significant dif-

ference was found between girls * and boys* programs in the 
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remaining five areas; therefore, the statistical hypothesis 

of no significant difference was retained * 

TABLE X 

COMPARISONS BETWEEK C1ASS 3A BOYS' AMD GIRIS* PROGRAMS 

Program Area 
Percentage 
Difference Finding 

Adequate facilities 
and equipment 

Fitness appraisals 
Body mechanics 
Gymnastics 
Rhythns 
Minimum of two 
individual*dual 
sports 

More than three 
team sport* 

Conditioning exercises 
Weight training 
Track and field 

.0 
4.1 

19*2 
2.8 

28.® 

26a 

9.6 
5.5 
53.4 
28.7 

•0# 
•71 

2.63 
.42 

4*65 

3.39 

1.45 
.71 

6*59 
3.73 

m 
m 
S*<2 
US 
s«»o 

»*0 

MS 
m 
S-B 
i-1 

** 

# * * 

*MS signifies that the difference was not significant 
at the 5 per cent level# 

**S-G signifies that the difference was slgpsdfleant at 
the 5 per cent level or better in favor of girls' programs. 

***S~B signifies that the difference was significant at 
the S per cent level or better in favor of boys* programs. 

As Table X shows, no significant difference was found 

between the percentage of Class 3A girls* and boys* programs 

which met the requiresutnts for facilities and equipment f 

fitness appraisals, gymnastics* team aports, and conditioning 

exercises. 
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A significantly greater percentage of girls* programs 

Mt the requiremente for body mechanics, rhythms, and indi-

vidual-dual sports* The girls* percentage was 19*2 per cent 

higher than the boys* percentage for body mechanics, 28.8 

per cent higher for rhythms, and 26*1 per cent higher for 

individual-dual sports. Each percentage was significant at 

better than the I per cent level. 

The percentage of hoys* programs which met the require-

ments for weight training and track and field was signifi* 

cantly higher than the girls* percentages. The boys* 

percentage was 53.4 per cent higher than the girls* per-

centage for weight training and was 28*7 per cent higher for 

track and field* The difference was significant at better 

than the 1 per cent level in both the boys* and girls* 

programs• 

Glass 4k 

Table XI shows each program area, the percentage dif* 

ference between girls* and boys* programs, the t value, and 

the findings of significant difference or no significant 

difference for the 92 Class 4A programs• 

In Glass 4A, the difference between girls* and boys* 

percentages in six of the program areas was significant at 

better than the 5 per cent levelj therefore* the statistical 

hypothesis of no significant difference was rejected# The 

girls* percentage was significantly greater in three of these 
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six areast while the boys* perosatag* was significantly 

greater in the other three* Mo significant difference was 

found between girls* and boys1 programs in. the remaining 

four areas; therefore* the statistical hypothesis of no sig* 

nifioant difference was retained* 

TABU) XI 

COMPARISON BETWEEN CLASS 4A BOYS* AND GIRLS * PROGRAMS 

Program Area Percentage 
Difference t Finding 

Adequate facilities 
and equipment .0 .00 US* 

Fitness appraisals 4.4 •92 liS 
S-G** Body mechanics 14,2 2.03 
liS 
S-G** 

Gymnastics 
Rhythms 

10.9 1.73 MS Gymnastics 
Rhythms 35.® 5.63 S-G 
Minimum of two 
individual»dual 
sports 54.7 3.03 $ • * © 

More than three 
S-B*** team sports 11.9 1.98 S-B*** 

Conditioning exercises 11.9 1.63 NS 
Weight training 37.6 8.35 S-B 
Track and field 30.3 4*24 S*»B 

*NS signifies that the difference was not significant 
at the 5 per cent level. 

**S-G signifies that the difference was significant at 
the 5 per ©eat level or better in favor of girls* programs, 

* * * , 

the 5 
S*B signifies that the difference was significant at 
per cent level or better in favor of boys* programs. 

As Table XI shows, no significant difference was found 

between the percentage of girls* and boys* programs which 
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net the minimum requirements for facilities and equipment # 

fitness appraisals, gymnastics, and eonditi@is.ing exercises. 

A significantly greater percentage of girls* programs 

pet the requirements for body mechanics, rhythms, and 

individual*dual sports. The girls* percentage was 14*2 per 

cent higher than the boys* percentage for body mechanics, 

35,8 per cent higher for rhythms, and 34.7 per cent higher 

for individual-dual sports. The percentage for body 

mechanics was significant at better than the 5 per cent 

level, while the other two were significant at better than 

the 1 per cent level. 

The percentage of boys* programs which met the require* 

merits for team, sports, weight training, and track and field 

was significantly higher than the girls1 percentages. The 

boys* percentage was 11.9 per cent higher than the girls* 

percentage for team sports, S?.<S per cent higher for weight 

training, and 30.9 per cent higher for track and field. The 

percentage for team sports was significant at better than 

the 5 per cent level, while the other two were significant 

at better than the 1 per cent level* 

Both boys* and girls* total percentages in each of the 

ten areas for all five classes may be seen, in Appendix c . 

Summary of Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 3 stated that there is a significant differ-

ence between the programs of boys and girls. Hypothesis 3A 

mailto:eonditi@is.ing
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stated that a significantly greater percentage of girls1 

programs have adeefuate facilities and equipment for a bal* 

anced physical education program. There was mo evidence to 

support tills hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 51 stated that a significantly greater per-

centage of girls* program meet the recommended minisraaia 

requirements for fitness appraisals, training in body 

mechanics, gyimastics, rhythmic activities, and Individual* 

dual sports. 

The evidence obtained during the study did not support 

the hypothesis concerning fitness appraisals* No signifi-

cant difference was found between the girls* and boys* 

percentages in any of the five classes* 

The results supported the hypothesis concerning 

training in body mechanics in Glass 3A and Class 4ft. programs 

only. No significant difference was found between the girls* 

and boys* percentages in Classes lf A# and 2A. In Glass 3A 

the girls* percentage was 19.2 per cent higher than the 

boys * percentage and was significant at better than the 1 

per cent level. In Class 44 the girls* percentage was 14.2 

per cent higher than the boys* percentage and was signifi* 

cant at better .than the S per cent level. 

The hypothesis concerning gymnastics was not supported 

by the survey results. Ho significant difference was found 
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between girls * and boys* percentages in any of the five 

clauses. 

The findings supported the hypothesis concerning 

rhythmic activities in ail classes except Glass B. No sig-

nificant difference was found between boys* and girls* 

percentages in this class. The girls* percentage was 6*1 

per cent higher than the boys* percentage in Class A ant was 

significant at better than the 3 per eent level. The di£«* 

ference between girls* and boys* percentages in Classes 2At 

3A, and 4A was significant at better than the 1 per cent 

level, in favor of girls* programs in each case, 

The evidence supported the hypothesis concerning 

individual-dual sports in Classes 2Af 5A» and 4A. Mo sig-

nificant difference was found between the girls* and boys* 

programs in Classes B and A. The difference between girls* 

and boys* percentages in Classes 2A, 3At and 4A was signifi-

cant at better than the 1 per cent level, in favor of girls* 

programs• 

Hypothesis 5C stated that a significantly greater per-

centage of girls* programs offer a variety of more than 

three team sports# The survey results did not support this 

hypothesis. The reverse proved to be true in three classes* 

Ho significant difference was found between girls* and boys* 

programs in Classes 2A and 3A. In Glasses Bt A, end 4A the 

boys* percentage was significantly higher than the girls* 
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percentage, The percentage difference was significant at 

better than the 1 per cent level in Classes 1 and A and 

better than the 3 per cent level in Class 4A* 

Hypothesis 3® stated that a significantly greater per* 

centage of boys' program meet the recommended minima© 

requirements for conditioning exercises, Height training, 

and track and field. 

The findings supported the hypothesis concerning con* 

ditioning exercises in Glass S only* Mo significant differ* 

ence was found between girls* and boys* programs in Classes 

A, 2A, SA# and 4A. In Glass B, the boys* percentage was 

10,3 per cent higher than the girls* percentage and was sig* 

nlfleant at better than the 1 per cent level* 

The evidence supported the hypothesis concerning weight 

training and track and field* The boys* percentages were 

significantly higher in each of the five classes for both 

these areas« The percentage difference in each case was 

signifleant at better than the 1 per cent level. 

Certain Administrative Practices 

Seven items of the questionnaire were concerned with 

administrative practices which affect the physical education 

program. These iteas are not related to the hypotheses of 

this study; however, the information secured with them is 

relevant* Five of the itens were included in the general 

section of the questionnaire and were answered by only one 
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teacher from each of the 790 sample schools * The two other 

items were included in both the girl®* and boys' sections in 

order to obtain separate information. 

The first of the items was concerned with the number of 

semesters of physical eduoation retired for graduation. 

Responses to this question ranged from two to eight semes-

ters. Table XII shows the number of teachers which reported 

the various semester requirements in each of the five 

classes« 

TABLE XIX 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION SEMESTER GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
REPORTED BY THE HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 

Number of Teachers Reporting the 
School Semester Requirements, Which 
Class : Ranged from Two through Eight Size 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

B 22 4 97 4 13 I 171 312 
A 11 • 7 89 4 8 0 45 i 164 
2A 19 ; 13 75 2 10 2 28 ; 149 
3A 5 2 48 2 13 0 3 i 73 
&A 3 8 31 2 24 I l : 23 92 

Total 60 34 34© 14 68 4 1 270 790 

As indicated in Table XII, four semesters of physical 

education were required most frequently by the total sample. 

The four-semester requirement was reported most often by ail 

classes except Clans B, which required eights semesters most 
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frequently. The eight-semester requirement ranked second 

for the total sample. The results showed that 45 per cent 

of the 790 schools required from five to eight semesters of 

physical education, while the remaining 55 per cent required 

the minima four semesters or less. Sixty teachers reported 

only two semesters required which is less than the Texas 

Education Agency requirement• 

The second item dealt with the substitution of band, 

chorus, and other activities for physical education, A 

total of 421 teachers* which represents S3#5 per cent of the 

sample, revealed that substitution of such activities for 

physical education was allowed in their program. This over** 

all percentage would have been much higher if the Class B 

results had been eliminated. Only 25,3 per cent of the 

Class B teachers reported that this substitution was allowed. 

X» the remaining four classes the percentage of schools 

employing this practice increased with class sise, ranging 

from 62.8 per cent in Glass A to 85.® per cent in Class 4A. 

The third item asked if boys and girl® share the same 

gymnasium. A total ®f €67 teachers answered yes. Again, 

school sise was related to this situation. Over 90 per cent 

of the Glass 1 and Class A teachers reported only one gym-

nasium. in the remaining classes, S5.2 per cent of the 

Glass 2A teachers, 76.7 per cent of the Glass 3A teachers, 
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and 53.2 per cent of the Class 4A teachers reported that 

boys and girls shared the same gymnasium. 

The fourth item was concerned with whether the school 

provided a written ©ours® of study for physical education. 

Only 270 of the respondents indicated that a course of study 

was provided. Once again, this item was related to school 

size* The proportion of schools which provided a course of 

study ranged from 22.7 per cent in Glass 8 to 68,4 per cent 

in Class 44. 

The fifth item requested the respondent to check the 

number of class periods per week devoted to physical eduoa-

tion by each student. The responses ranged fro® one to five 

class periods weekly. Table XIII shows the number of 

TABLE XXXI 

WEEKLY QIASS PERIOD REQUIREMENTS REPORTED 
BY THE HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 

School 
Glass 

Nuffll 
Peri 

ier of Teachers Reporting the 
Lod Requirements Which Ranged 
from one through Five Sample 

Size 
School 
Glass 

1 2 ' 3 ! 4 3 

Sample 
Size 

B 
A 
2A 
3A 
4A 

Total 

10 
7 
3 
1 
1 

2 
0 
0 
0 
1 

7 
7 : 
4 
2 
9 

15 
7 ! 
16 1 

2 
2 

278 
143 
126 
68 
79 

312 
164 
149 
73 
92 

B 
A 
2A 
3A 
4A 

Total 22 3 2$ 42 694 790 
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teachers which reported the various weekly class period 

requirements in each of the five classes* 

As seen in Table XIII, 694 of the responding teachers 

indicated that each student devoted five periods each week 

to physical education. This total represents a majority of 

the schools in each of the five classes* A total of ninety* 

six of the teachers indicated that their students devoted 

less than five period.® each week to physical education. 

Twenty-five schools provided only one or two periods weekly* 

The sixth item was concerned with the normal enrollment 

in physical education classes and was answered in both the 

girls* and hoys* sections of the questionnaire* The 

respondents were asked to check one of three answers which 

were as follows i less than thirty-five, thirty-six to 

fifty« or more than fifty. Table XIV shows the number of 

teachers which cheeked the various answers In each of the 

five classes* 

As indicated in Table XXV, the most common enrollment 

for the total sample was less than thirty-five students* 

However, In the class breakdown this was true only for 

Classes Bv Af and 2A« The most common enrollment in 

Classes 3A and 4A was thirty-six to fifty students* Overall„ 

303 girls1 programs and 293 boys* programs had class enroll* 

»ents that exceeded thirty-five students * 
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TABLE 3£lV 

NORMAL CLASS ENROLLMENT FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Number of Teachers Reporting the • 

Various Enrollment Ranges Sample 
School S(m School 
Class Less Than 35 36*50 More Than 50 

air Is Boys Girls Boys Girls ; Boys Girls Boys 

B 252 259 52 50 8 3 312 ; 312 
A | 10? 100 51 53 6 ; 11 164 164 
2A 96 95 38 42 15 12 14f 149 
3A 23 27 36 38 14 - 8 73 73 
44 9 16 62 50 21 26 92 92 

Total 487 497 239 233 64 60 790 790 

The last item requested the teachers to indicate 

whether the physical education period was used as a practice 

period for Interacholastic League Basketball and was 

included in both the girls' and boys * sections of the 

questionnaire* Table XV shows the number of teachers in 

each class which reported using the physical education 

period as a practice period for basketball«. 

Table XV shows that this practice was more common in 

small schools than in large schools. The practice was also 

more common in girls' programs than in boys' programs among 

the small schools* A total o£ 401 girls' teachers and 381 

boys* teachers reported this practice* Of this group,. 347 

of the girls* teachers and 314 of the boys*' teachers were 

reporting for Classes B and A* 
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TABLE XV 

USE OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION PERIOD AS A 
PRACTICE PERIOD FOR BASKETBALL 

School 
Class 

dumber of Girls * 
Teachers Reporting 
This Practice 

Number of Boys* 
Teachers Reporting 
This Practice 

B 265 248 
A 82 66 
2A 40 S3 
3A 12 11 
4A 2 | 21 

Total 401 381 

Summary 

The survey results were used t© determine the percentage 

©f tli® 790 schools which met the reeoM«»l«4 minimum require-

ments in each of the ten areas of the physical education 

program* These percentage# were used t© determine the 

testability of the three major hypotheaee of this study. 

The results supported hypothesis I in each of the ten 

areas for both girls* and boys* programs. Less than 90 per 

cent of the sample act the minimum requirements in each of 

the ten areas* In girls* programs, the percentage meeting 

the minimum requirements ranged from a low of 8,6 per cent 

for gymnastics to a high of 73.4 per cent for fitness 

appraisals* In boys* programst the percentages ranged from 

a low of 4.1 per cent for rhythms to a high of 78#2 per cent 

for team sports. 
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The findings supported hypothesis 2 in seven of the ten 

areas for girls* programs and in five ©f the ten areas for 

boys* program®. In girls* programs, a significantly greater 

percentage of large schools met the minirauiR retirements for 

adequate facilities and equipment, fitness appraisals, gym-

nasties, rhythms, individual -dual sports, and team sports* 

A significantly greater percentage of small schools met the 

minimum requirements for weight training* Ho significant 

difference was found between large and small school per* 

centages for teaching body mechanics, track and field, and 

conditioning exercises* In boys* programs, a significantly 

greater percentage of large schools met the minimum require* 

stents for adequate facilities and equipment, fitness 

appraisals, gymnastics, individual^dual sports, and team 

sports. Ho significant difference was found between large 

and snail school percentages for teaching body mechanics, 

rhythms, track and field, conditioning exercises, and weight 

training* 

The evidence supported hypothesis 3 in certain areas 

only* In Glass B a significantly greater percentage of 

boys* programs net the minimum requirements for teas sports, 

conditioning exercises, weight training, and track and 

field* Ho significant difference was found between girls * 

and boys1 percentages' in the remaining six areas* 
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In Class Ata significantly greater percentage of girls
1 

programs met the minimum requirements for rhythms, while a 

significantly greater' percentage o£ boys* programs met the 

requirements for team sports, weight training, and track and 

field* Ho significant difference was found between girls* 

and boys* percentages in the remaining six areas* 

In Class 2A, a significantly greater percentage of 

girls* programs met the minimum requirements for rhythms and 

individual*dual sports, while a significantly greater per* 

centage of hoys* programs met the requirements for weight 

training and track and field. No significant difference was 

found between girls* and boys* percentages in the remaining 

six areas* 

In Class 3A» a significantly greater percentage of 

girls * programs met the minimum requirements for teaching 

body mechanics, rhythms, and individual-dual sports. A 

significantly greater percentage of boys* programs met the 

requirements for weight training and track and field. Ho 

significant difference was found between girls* and boys* 

percentages in the remaining five areas. 

In Glass 4A, a significantly greater percentage of 

girls* programs met the minimum requirements for teaching 

body mechanics, rhythms, and individual-dual sports. A 

significantly greater percentage of boys* programs met the 

requirements for team sports, weight training, and track and 
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field* No significant difference was found between girls * 

and boys• percentages in the remaining four areas* 

A detailed summary of the entire study is presented in 

Chapter V. The conclusions and recoramendations are included, 



CHAFFER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS 

A m RK3(^ttllNMTI®S 

Summary 

The first purpose of this study was to determine whether 

the physical education programs of Texas high schools met 

the recommended minimum requirements of the Texas Education 

Agency in the following areast 

1. Appraisal of fitness 

2 • Body mechanics 

3 * Conditioning exercises 

4* Gymnastics 

5. Height training (modified for girls) 

6* Rhythms 

7. Minimis of two team sports 

3. Minimum of two individual-dual activities 

9. Track and field 

The second purpose of this study was to determine 

whether the small high schools in Texas were meeting the 

recommended minimum requirements of the Texas Education 

Agency to the same degree as large Texas schools• 

The third purpose of this study was to determine whether 

the boys* physical education programs in Texas high schools 

100 
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were meeting the recommended tainiasutu requirements of the 

Teams Education Agency to the seme degree as girls* programs. 

The instrument used to secure the information for this 

study was a quest ionnaire v which was based on the nine eon* 

ponents of the physical education program recommended by the 

Texas Education Agency. This questionnaire was employed in 

a pilot study which was conducted during the fall term, 

1963, and the results were used to refine and test the 

reliability of this instrument* The refined questionnaire 

was then sent to the physical education teachers of the 110$ 

Texas high schools which make up the five Xntereeholastic 

league classes. Completed questionnaires were received from 

790 high schools, representing 72 per cent of the total 

number• 

In order to find the proportion meting recommended 

minimum requirements, the responses to the questionnaires 

were tabulated and placed in categorical divisions. The 

standard error of a sample percentage was used to estimate 

the true percentage of all high schools which met the reeom* 

mended minimum requirements. The standard error of the 

difference between two independent percentages was used to 

test the difference between the percentage of small and 

large schools and the percentage of girls* and boys1 pro* 

grams which met the recotsmended minimum requirements. The 

results were used to determine the tenability of the three 
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major hypotheses of this study, which were based on the three 

purposes stated above* 

Hypothesis I stated that less than 90 per oent of the 

responding schools meet the recommended minimum requirements 

for the followingt (A) fitness appraisals, (B) body 

m@hani.osy (C) conditioning exercises, (D) gymnastics, (E) 

weight training^ (F) rhythms, (0> a variety of more than 

three team sports, (H) individual-dual sports, CD track and 

field, and (J) adequate facilities and equipment for a bal-

anced physical education program# The evidence obtained in 

this study supported hypothesis I in all ten areas* 

The survey results showed that 75,4 per cent of the 

girls* programs met the recommended minimum requirements for 

hypothesis IA, 66.4 per cent for hypothesis IB, 59.3 per 

cent for hypothesis IC, 8,6 per cent for hypothesis ID, 12*4 

per cent for hypothesis IE, 14 per cent for hypothesis IF, 

59.6 per cent for hypothesis lo, SO.8 per cent for hypothe-

sis IH, and 48.9 per cent for hypothesis IX. 

The results also indicated that 74.3 per cent of the 

boys* programs met the recommended minimum requirements for 

hypothesis IA, 61.5 per cent for hypothesis IB, 64.6 per 

cent for hypothesis IC, 11.2 per cent for hypothesis ID, 

64.9 per cent for hypothesis IE, 4.1 per cent for hypothesis 

IF, 78.2 per cent for hypothesis 10, 59.3 per cent for 

hypothesis IH, and 73.4 per cent for hypothesis IX. In 

mailto:m@hani.osy
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addition, the finding® revealed that 24.9 per cent of the 

responding schools qualified in hypothesis 1J, 

Hypothesis 2 stated that there is a significant differ-

ence between the programs of large and small schools . 

Hypothesis 2A stated that a significantly greater percentage 

of large school® have adequate facilities and equipment for 

a balanced physical education program. The- evidence 

obtained during this study supported this hypothesis* The 

large school percentage ties 15*1 per cent higher than the 

small school percentage and was significant at better than 

the 1 per cent level. 

Hypothesis 2fl stated that a significantly greater per-

centage of large schools meet the recommended minimum 

requirements for fitness appraisals, training in body 

mechanics, gymnastics, rhythmic activities, individual-dual 

sports, and trade and field. The results of the study did 

not support the hypothesis concerning the teaching of body 

mechanics and track and field for either boys* or girls* 

programs• 

The evidence obtained supported the hypothesis con-

cerning fitness appraisals for both boys* and girls* pro-

grams. The large school girls* percentage was 18.2 per cent 

higher than the small school percentage, while the large 

school boys* percentage was 16.7 per cent higher than the 

small school percentage. The difference was significant at 
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better than the I per cent level in both the boys* and girl#* 

programs. 

The findings supported the hypothesis concerning gyst-

nasties for both boya* and girl® * programs. The girls * 

large school percentage was 9 per cent higher than the small 

school percentage# The boys* large school percentage was 

14*1 per cent higher than the email school percentage* The 

difference was significant at better than the 1 per cent 

level in both the boys* and girls* programs. 

The evidence obtained supported the hypothesis con-

cerning rhythmic activities for girls' programs but did not 

for boys1 programs„ The girls* large school percentage tras 

20,4 per cent higher than the small school percentage and 

was significant at better than the 1 per cent level* 

The survey results supported the hypothesis concerning 

individua1«dua1 sports for both boys* and girls1 programs. 

The girls* large school percentage was 38.7 per cent higher 

than the snail school percentage, while the boys* large 

school percentage was 16.1 per cent higher than the small 

school percentage* The difference was significant at better 

than the 1 per cent level in both the boys* and girls* pro* 

grams. 

Hypothesis 20 stated that a significantly greater per* 

centage of large schools offer a variety of wore than three 

team sports* The evidence supported this hypothesis for 
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both boys* and girl#* programs. The girls* large school 

percentage was 22.6 per cent higher than the small school 

percentage and was significant at better than the I per cent 

level. The boy#* large school percentage was 7 per cent 

higher than the small school percentage and was significant 

at better than the 5 per cent level. 

Hypothesis 2D stated that a significantly greater per* 

centage of small schools meet the recosuoended 

requirements for conditioning exercises and weight training. 

The results of the study did not support the hypothesis con* 

ceming conditioning exercises for either boys* or girls* 

programs. The evidence supported the hypothesis concerning 

weight training for girls but not for boys. The small 

school girls* percentage was 5.2 per cent higher than the 

large school percentage and was significant at better than 

the 5 per cent level. 

Hypothesis 3 stated that there is a significant differ* 

ence between the programs of boys and girls. Hypothesis 3A 

stated that a significantly greater percentage of girls* 

programs have adequate facilities and equipment for a bal-

atwed physical education program. There was no evidence to 

support this hypothesis. 

Hypothesis SB stated that a significantly greater per* 

centage of girls* programs meet the recommended minimum 

requirements for fitness appraisals, training in body 
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mechanics, gymnasticsf rhythmic activities, and individual* 

dual sports, The evidence obtained during the study did net 

support the hypothesis concerning fitness appraisals and 

gymnastics. 

The results supported the hypothesis concerning 

training in body mechanics in Classes 5A and 4A programs 

only. In Class M , the girls* percentage was 19*2 per cent 

higher than the boys* percentage and was significant at 

better than the 1 per cent level. Xn Glass 4A, the girls* 

percentage was 14.2 per cent higher than the boys* percent* 

age and was significant at better than the S per cent level* 

The findings supported the hypothesis concerning 

rhythsdc activities in all classes except Class B. The 

girls* percentage was 6.1 per cent higher than the boys* 

percentage in Class A and was significant at better than the 

5 per cent level. The difference between girls* and boys* 

percentages in Classes 2A, 5At and 4A was significant at 

better than the 1 per cent level in favor of girls* programs. 

The evidence supported the hypothesis concerning 

individual-dual sports in Classes 2A, 3A, and 4A. In each 

case, the difference between girls* and boys* percentages 

was significant at better than the 1 per cent level in favor 

of girls* programs. 

Hypothesis 30 stated that a significantly greater per* 

centage of girls* programs offer a variety of more than 
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three team sports. The survey result® did not support this 

hypothesis. The reverse proved to be true in three classes. 

So significant difference was found between girl®1 and boys* 

programs in Glasses 24 and M . In Classes B» A, and 4A the 

hoys * percentage was significantly higher than the girls* 

percentage* 

Hypothesis 3D stated that a significantly greater per-

centage of boys1 programs meet the recommended minimum 

requirements for conditioning exercises, weight training» 

and track and field. The findings supported the hypothesis 

concerning conditioning exercises in Class S only, in 

Class 1, the boys* percentage was 10.3 per cent higher than 

the girls' percentage and was significant at better than the 

I per cent level* 

The evidence supported the hypothesis concerning weight 

training and track and field* The boys' percentages were 

significantly higher in each of the five classes for both 

areas* In each case, the percentage difference was sig-

nificant at better than the I per cent level* 

Seven items of the questionnaire were concerned with 

various administrative practices which affect the physical 

education program. The first item was concerned with the 

number of semesters of physical education required for 

graduation* The four-semester requirement was reported most 

often by all classes except Class I which required eight 
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semesters oast frequently. The second item revealed that 

53*3 per cent of the sample allowed substitution of other 

activities for physical education. The results of the third 

item showed that a total of 667 of the 790 responding 

school© had only one gymnasium. The fourth item revealed 

that a written course of study for physical education was 

provided in only 270 of the responding schools. The fifth 

item showed that 694 of the responding schools devoted five 

periods weekly to physical education. The results of the 

sixth item revealed that the moat common class enrollment 

for Classes B» A, and 2k was less than thirty-five students* 

The most common enrollment in Classes 3A and 4A was thirty* 

six to fifty students. The last item dealt with the use of 

the physical education period as a practice period for 

Interscholaetic League Basketball. This practice was 

reported fey 401 of the girls* teacher's and 381 of the boys' 

teachers. The results showed that this practice was more 

common in mall schools than in large schools* 

Conclusions 

The findings of this study made it possible to reach 

the following conclusions about the physical education 

programs of the Texas high schools used in this researchi 

I* A majority of the high schools are not meeting the 

recommended minimum requirements of the Texas Education 

Agency. Program quantity and quality are lacking in a 
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majority of the schools* programs that were compared, to the 

recommended requirements. 

2. Large school# are meeting the recommended ®init®i» 

requirements to a greater degree then small schools, pupils 

in a majority of the small school# ere not being given the 

opportunity to participate in sports other than the tradi-

tional team sports. 

3# Girls1 programs are meeting the recowended minimum 

requirements for rhythm® and individual-dual sports to a 

greater degree than boys' program®, whereas boys* programs 

are meeting the requirements to a greater degree for weight 

training and track and field* Differences between girls* 

and boys* programs in the other program areas are not clear* 

cut, except on a class-by-clase basis. 

4. The traditional tea® sports, basketball, Softball, 

and volleyball, are included in both boys* and girls* pro* 

grams more often than other sports activities. Therefore, 

the needs and interests ©f a great many students are not 

being fully net. 

5s Girls are being prevented from having many physical 

activities which boys have in Class S schools. Boys have 

wire opportunities than girls to participate in such activi-

ties as conditioning exercises, weight training, track and 

field, and a variety of team sports. This advantage for 

boys is apparently due to the common, practice of having one 
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mat® teacher for both boy#* and girla• physical education in 

Class B schools. 

A lumber of school*, by failing to require two units 

of physical education for graduation, are not providing the 

minimum curriculum to vhieh their students ara entitled. 

7. Many students are not receiving the benefits of 

physical education in high school due to the substitution 

of baud and other similar activities. 

8. Physical education activities in a Majority of the 

large schools are restricted due to excessive class enroll* 

ment. 

9. Physical education activities in a majority of the 

small schools are restricted due to use of the physical 

education period m a practice period for Interschoiastic 

League Basketball. 

10. A combination of factors is responsible for the 

failure of many high schools to meet the recommended minimum 

requirements for physical education; however, the major 

reatrictive factors are the leek of adequate facilities and 

the lack of equipment in a majority of the high schools. 

11. It appears that many high school teachera do not 

believe that a balanced physical education program has to 

inolude all the activities recommended by the Texas Educa-

tion Agency. It also appears that the Texas Education 

Agency has not influenced the school officials which are 
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responsible for the phyeical education curriculum to a greet 

extent at thie point. 

Implications 

flie evidence obtained from this study and the resulting 

conclusions imply that the following ere needed to strengthen 

the physicsl education program in Texas high schools t 

1. Provide more funds for facilities and equipment. 

2. Require email schools to provide physical education 

programs comparable to those in large schools• Additional 

local and state support is needed to accomplish this objec-

tive* 

3. Increase the frequency of fitness appreisals and 

melee a greater effort to provide a broader program of 

activities to correct the weaknesses that ere discovered. 

4. Place more emphasis on teaching those body skills 

that are related to everyday living. This could be done in 

both health classes and activity classes. 

5. Increase the frequency of conditioning exerolaee 

end employ the "epeed principle" when feasible* 

6. Include more opportunities for weight treining in 

girls* programs. 

7. Place more emphasis on such activities as gym-

nastics, rhythms, and individual-dual sports* 
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8. Provide more opportunities for participation in 

teaa sports other than the traditional sporte«-basketball, 

Softball, and volleyball. 

9, Include aore track and field aotivitiaa for girls, 

10* Raquira four units of physical education for 

graduation in all sohools to kaap aany students in physioal 

fitnass activities ovar a longer period of tiae. 

11* Elinlnete tha practice of substituting band and 

other aotivitiaa for physioal education. 

12* Provide a written ooursa of study for physioal edu* 

eation that would ooordinata activities in tha elasfttntary, 

junior high,, and sanior high schools, 

13. Raquira five pariods of physioal education weekly 

in all schools • This would increase tha opportunity to 

partieipata in physical training aotivitiaa for many stu-

dants. 

14. Kaap class enrollments to thirty-five studants or 

less. The problem of excessive enrollment can be eliminated 

only with increased facilities in large schools. 

15. Discontinue using the physical education period as 

a practice period for Intersoholastic League Basketball. 

16. Provide wooen teachers for girls * physical educa-

tion in all sohools. 

The findings of this study imply that a need exists for 

more coordination and supervision of physioal education at 
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til® state level* Programs not only vary widely from ©las® 

to class tout also vary a great deal within each class. 

Recommendat ions 

Accreditation teams should use the standards employed 

in this study to investigate the physical education program 

of Texas high schools• However, such investigation® should 

go further by checking the actual scope of the activities 

included in high school programs • 

Further studies conducted on an area basis with a 

relatively small number of schools would provide additional 

information about the activities covered in this study. The 

use of a small number of schools in one area would make 

personal visitations possible. Observation coupled with 

personal interviews with physical education teachers would 

give greater insight into the actual scope of the activities 

reported by teachers in this study. 

A follow-up study similar to this study should be con* 

ducted after a period of time to determine what progress has 

been made in Texas high school physical education. 
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National Membership Director 

APPENDIX A 

October 1, 1964 

Dear Colleagues: 

I should like to introduce to you a study which is being made, with the 
purpose to evaluate the Texas High School Physical Education Program. 

This study is being made by Melvin L. Norris, at North Texas State University, 
Denton, Texas, Mr. Norris has arranged the attached questionnaire into three 
sections; The Boys Section, The Girls Section and The General Section. Mr. 
Norris suggests each section of the questionnaire be checked by either the man 
or woman, physical education teacher and then be handed to the other to com-
plete . Either the man or woman may complete the General Section. In schools 
where one person teaches both boys and girls, this person should complete 
the questionnaire in its entirety. The questionnaire is constructed so you 
may indicate your response by placing a check (v) in the appropriate places, 
The program is to be evaluated on a state wide basis with no reference made 
to any individual school; therefore, names of schools and persons contribu-
ting may be omitted. 

The Texas Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation has been 
concerned about the physical education program in Texas Public Schools. It 
has held several conferences and workshops wherein the united thinking and 
planning of the physical education people in Texas has made significant 
contributions to the Texas program. This study should give added information 
which can be used to further improve the high school phase. 1 should like 
to urge you to add to the contributions, you and others have already made to 
the Texas program, by completing and returning the attached questionnaire. 
It would be roost helpful if you can do this within 10 days, 

Mr. Norris has enclosed a stamped, self-addressed envelope for your convenience, 
I hope to see you in Austin, December 3-5. 

Sincerely, 

// 
w-CSL-'-.JSl'., • 

JJfess Cearley 
President - TAHPER 
Texas Membership Director * AAHPER 

JC:lh 
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APPENDIX B 

The following is a copy of the questionnaire which was 

sent to the physical education, teachers in Texas high 

schools to obtain the information for this study. 

General 

1* Check classification of your school. 
( 1 ) AAAA ( 2 ) A M ( 3 ) AA ( 4 ) A ( 5 ) B 

2* Cheek number of semesters of physical education required 
for graduation* 
(1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 
(6) — 7 (?) ~ 8 1 ; 

3. Are students in your school allowed to substitute band, 
chorus, or other activities for physical education? 
(1) yes (2) no 

4. Do boys and girls share the same gymnasium? 
(1> yes <2) no 

5. Does your school provide a written course of study for 
physical education? 
(1) (2) no 

6. Check number of class periods per week devoted to 
physical education by each student. 
( 1 ) 1 ( 2 ) 2 ( 3 ) 3 ( 4 ) 4 ( 5 ) 3 

7. Does your school provide adequate facilities and equip-
ment for a well-rounded physical education program? 
(1) yes (2) no 

Girls * Physical Education 

1. Check normal enrollment in your physical education 
classes• 
(1) Less than 35 (2) 3©*50 (3) More than 50 

115 
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2. Check m»ber of times physical fitness test® are given 
to all girls each school year. 
(1) none (2) 1 (3) 2 (4) 3 or more 

3# Which of the following tests do you use? 
(1) AAHPEE Youth Fitness (2) other standardised 
tests (3) your own tests 

4. If you use your own tests, do they include at least one 
test of cardio~vascular»respirat ory endurance? 
(1) 7*s (2) no 

5. If you use your own tests, do they include at least one 
test of macular strength and endurance? 
(i) y*» (2> m 

€• Xs training in body mechanics a component of your pro-
gram? 
W y*» (2) no 

7. is specific instruction given in the fundamental move* 
stents used in sports such as running, jumping, throwing, 
catching, and falling? 
(1) yes <2> no 

8. Is specific instruction given in the fundamental move* 
itent# used in everyday living such as walking, sitting 
and rising, lifting, pushing, and pulling? 
(1) (2) no 

9. Are conditioning exercises included in your program? 
CD yes (2) no 

10. If the above answer is yes, check the number of times 
exercises are given each week. 
<1> I (2) 2 <3> 3 (4) 4 (5) 5 

11. How many minutes do you spend on conditioning exercises 
each class period? 
(1) 8 or less (2> 8 to 12 (3) more than 12 

12. Do you employ the "speed principle" whereby the stu-
dents perform the exercises as rapidly as possible 
within a prescribed tine? 
(1) y*» (2) _ no 

13, Do you have a gymnastics unit in your program? 
(1> yes <2) no 
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14* If the above answer is yes, check the number of weeks 
scheduled for the unit* 
(I) 3 or less (2) 4 to 6 (3) 7 to 9 

15* Does the unit include stunts on the horizontal her? 
CD yes €2) no 

16• Does the unit include stunts on the parallel hers? 
(1) yes (2) no 

17. Does the unit include stunts on the long or side horse? 
CD y«» (2) no 

18. Does the unit include stunts on the flying rings? 
(1) yes (2) no 

19. Does the unit include stunts on the trampoline? 
CD yes (2) no 

20* Does the unit include use of the balance beam? 
CD yes ( 2 ) no 

21* Do you have a tumbling unit in your program? 
CD yes C2) no 

22* If the above answer is yes, check the number of weeks 
scheduled.'.for the unit* 
CD 3 or less C2) 4 to 6 (3) 7 to 9 

23. Do you provide a program of modified weight training 
for girls in your physical education classes? 
CD yea C2) no 

24. If the above answer is yes, check the number of periods 
per week each girl participates. 
CD 1 C2> 2 C3) 3 (4 ) 4 (3) 3 

25. Are rhythaw a component of your program? 
CD yea C2) no 

26. If so, do these include folk dances? 
CD yes C2) no 

27. Do these include modern dances? 
CD yes C2) no 

2®. Are team sports a component of your program? 
CD yes C2> no 
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29* If the above answer is yes, check the number o£ team 
sports included in your program this school year. 
(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4 (5) 5 
(6) 6 (7) 7 <§} 8 (f) more ttfiFlB 

30. Does your program include basketball? 
(1) yee (2) no 

31. Does your program include field hookey? 
(1> yea (2) no 

32. Does your program include soccer? 
(1) yes <2) no 

33* Does your program include Softball? 
(1) 7«« <2> no 

34, Does your program include speedball? 
(1) (2) no 

55, Does your program include volleyball? 
<1> (2) no 

36• Do you provide instruction in the various skill* needed 
in your team sports? 
(1) yes (2) no 

37. Do you use your physical education period as & work out 
period for Otrls* Interscholastic League Basketball? 
<D yes <2> no 

38. Are individual sports a component of your program? (Do 
not include Interscholastic League golf*) 
CD yw (2) no 

39. If the above answer is yes# check the number of indi-
vidual sports included in your program each year. 
(1) 1 (2) 2 <3) 3 (4) 4 <5> 5 
(6) more than 5 — — 

40# Are dual sports a component of your program? (Do not 
include Interscholastic League tennis•> 
(1) 7 " (2) no 

41. If the above answer is yesf check the number of dual 
sports included in your program each year. 
(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4 (3) 3 
(6) more than 5 """""" 
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42. Does your program include archery? 
CD yes (2) no 

43 • Goes your program include badminton? 
CD €2) no 

44* Does your program include bowling? 
CD y*« (2) no 

45* Does your program include golf? 
CD ywi *" ~ 
player® only 
CD yes C2) no <3) Interscholastic League, 

lyijra ©ml 

46. Does your program include tennis? 
^ yfes C2) no (3) Inter scholastic league 
player# only 

47. D© you provide instruction in the various skill# needed 
in your individual and dual sports? 
CD yfee (2) no 

48. Do you have a track and field unit in your program? 
CD y»« C2) no (3) track only 

49* Does your school provide the facilities and equipment 
that would be needed for the comprehensive girls* pro* 
gram covered in this questionnaire? 
CD yes <2> no 

Boys* Physical Education 

1. Check normal enrollment in your physical education 
classes* 
CD lass than 35 <2) 36-30 <3) more than 50 

Check number of times physical fitness tests are given 
to all boys each school year, 
CD none (2) 1 (3) 2 (4) 3 or more 

Which of the following tests do you use? 
CD AAHPER Youth Fitness C2) other standardised 
. M WiOTWWWBlip

1 ̂  

tests C3) your mm, tests 

If you use your own tests, do they include at least one 
test of cardio-vaaeular-resplratory endurance? 
CD yea (2) no 
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5m If you use your own tuti, do they include at least one 
test of muscular strength and endurance? 
CD yes (2) no 

6, I® training in body mechanics a component of your pro-
gram? 
(1) yes (2) no 

7. Is specific instruction given in the fundamental move-
ments used in sports suoh as running, jumping, throwing, 
catching, and falling? 
(I) yes (2) no 

S. Is specific instruction given in the fundamental move-
ments used'in everyday living such as walking, sitting 
and rising, lifting, pushing, and pulling? 
CD yeb (2) no 

9. Are conditioning exercises included in your program? 
(1) yes (2) bo 

10. If the above answer is yes, check the nusiber of tines 
exercises are given each week* 
(1) 1 <2> 2 <3) 3 (4) 4 (3) 5 

11. Mow many minutes do you spend on conditioning exercises 
each class period? 
(1> 8 or less (2) 8 to 12 (3) more than 12 

12. Do you employ the "speed principle" whereby the stu-
dents perform the exercises as rapidly as possible 
within a prescribed tine? 
(1) yes (2) no 

13. Do you have a gymnastics unit in your program? 
<*•> yes (2) no 

14• if the above answer is yes, check the number of weeks 
scheduled for the unit* 
(I) 3 or less (2) 4 to 6 (3) 7 to 9 

15* Does the unit include stunts on the horizontal bar? 
(1) yes (2) no 

16* Does the unit include stunts on the parallel bers? 
(1) yes (2) no 

17* Does the unit include stunts on the long or side horse? 
d> yes (2) no 
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18* Does the unit include stunts on the flying rings? 
CD y&« (2) _ n o 

19. Does the unit include stunts on the trampoline? 
CD 7®* €2) no 

20* Does the unit include use of the balance beam? 
C D /es (2) no 

21. Do you have a tumbling unit in your program? 
CD C2) no 

22* If the above answer is yes, check the number of week® 
scheduled for the unit• 
(1) 3 or less C2) 4 t© 6 (3) 7 to 9 

23* Do you provide a program of might training fox* boys in 
your physical education classes* 
(1) yes (2) no 

24* If the above answer is yes* check the number of period® 
per week each boy participates • 
CD 1 C2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4 C3> 5 

25* Are rhythms a component of your program? 
(1> yes (2) no 

26. If so* do these include folk dances? 
CD yes (2) no 

27* Are team sports a component of your program? 
CD yes <2) no 

28. If the above answer is yes, cheek the number of team 
sports included in your program this school year. 
Cl> 1 C2> 2 (3) 3 €4) 4 <S> S 
C6) 6 (7) ' 7 (8) 8 (9) more thUTS 

29. Does your program include basketball? 
CI) yes (2) no 

30. Does your program include field hockey? 
CD yes (2) no 

31. Does your program include soccer? 
CD yes C2) no 

32, Does your program include Softball? 
C D yea (2) no 
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5$. Does your program include speedball? 
(1) yes (2) no 

54. Does your program include volleyball? 
(1) yea (2) no 

35. Do you provide instruction lit the various skills needed 
in. your tea* aporta? 

_ / ® s <2> n o 

36. Do you use your physical education period as a work out 
period for Boy®* Interseholastic League Basketball? 
(1) jm (2) no 

37# Are individual aporta a component of your program? (0® 
not include Interscholastic League golf*) 
CD yea (2) no 

38# If the above answer Is yes, check the number of indi* 
vidual aporta included in your program each year* 
<1> 1 <2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4 (5) 3 
(6) more than 5 • 

39. Are dual aporta a component of your program? (Do not 
include Xnteraeholastic League tennis,) 
CD yea C2) no 

40, If the above answer la yes, check the number of dual 
aporta included in your program each year. 
CD I C2) 2 C3) 3 C4) 4 C5) S 
(6) more than 5 

41* Does your program Include archery? 
CD yea <I) no 

42. Does your program include badminton? 
CD yea C2) no 

43. Does your program include bowling? 
CD yea (2) no 

44. Does your program include golf? 
CD yea C2) no (3) interaeholaatie League 
players only 

45• Does your program include tennis? 
y— W no (3) Interseholastic league 

players only 
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46. Do you provide instruction in the various skills needed 
in your individual and dual sports? 
il> yea (2) no 

47. Do you have a track and field unit in your program? 
(1) yes €2> no (3> Interseholastle League 
teafflTonly 

48. Does your school provide the £eoilities and equipment 
that would be needed for the comprehensive boys* pro-
gram covered in this questionnaire? 
CD ye® (2> no 



awekdix c 

TImi following tabio* tbmr the pmmatmg,* of ntpoodiai 

schools in «ft@H oUi« which mt tbm mnmmrnM, utaiaua 
apequijmaents for ueh of tbm tm mtm» of th* physical o4u-
ootion program eovtrwl In this ituif* 

TAB IE Ml 
wmmmkm m smmm which « m msammmm 
n m m m m m m m m m ® m» rams apfeaxsais 

tOhOOl OIM« Girl** prognuM liiMt 

S «i.8 ®4#4 
A 74.3 73.7 
24 8i.a @1*2 
5A 87.6 83 .S 
% 85,8 #@•2 

miis mil 
immmrnm o? soboqui which vm tm minimum 

EBQUXEEHS^rS FOR THE TEACHIMG Of BOOT MEOi41tI0S 

School C U « ' t f t f f e m MM * ^ I f o i T i r inii u r i f i U M inur 

&X*J§ * FTOĝ HMJ 
B9JW* PrOgftHMI 

B 62 »t <9.0 
' A ®7.© > JlH % §P*# 

m 67.1 60.4 
M 73 .» 34.7 
4A 72.8 58.6 
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TABLE* XVIII 

PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH MET THE RECOMMENDED MINIMUM 
REQUIREMENTS FOR CONDITIONING EXERCISES 

School Class Girls* Programs Boys* programs 

3 54.1 64*4 
A 62.8 5® .7 
2A 66 #4 67 a 
3A 643 69.8 
4A 55.4 67.5 

TABLE XIX 

PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH MET THE RECOMMENDED 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR GTTMNASTICS 

Sohool Class Glrle* Programs Boys* Programs 

@ 
A 
2A 
3A 
4A 

4.8 
S.4 
8.7 
19.1 
18.4 

5.7 
5.4 
12.7 
21.9 
29.3 

TABLE XX 

PERCENTAGE OF SPOOLS WHICH MET T 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR WEIO 

BE RECOMMENDED 
m TRAINING 

School Class Girls * programs Soy®1 Program® 

B 
A 
2A 
5A 
4A 

11.2 
20.7 
11.4 
12.3 
3.2 ! 

58.6 
71.3 
73.1 
65.7 
60.8 
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TABIC XXI 

PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH MET THE RECOMMENDED 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR RHYTHMS 

School Class Girls * Programs Boys* Programs 

B 4 »4 5.1 
A 9.1 3.0 
2A 13.4 2.6 
3A 31.5 2.7 
4A 42.3 6.5 

TABLE Mil 

PERCEOTAG& OF SCHOOLS WHICH OFFERED A VARIETY 
OF MORE THAN THREE TEAM SPORTS 

School Class Girls * Programs Boys * Programs 

B 45.1 75.0 
A 60.9 76.2 
2A 72.4 79.8 
3A 75.3 84.9 
4A 72.® 84.7 

TABLE XXIII 

PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH MET THE RECOMMENDED MINIMUM 
REQUIREMENTS FOR IND1VIDIJAL*»DUAL SPORTS 

Sohool Class Girls * Programs Boys * Programs 

B 27.8 28.5 
A 50.0 41.4 
2A 65.1 46.3 
3A 80.3 54.7 
4A 83.6 48 .9 
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TABLE XXI? 

PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WEIGH MET THE RECOMMEHDED 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR TRACK At® FIELD 

School Class Girls * Programs Boys * Programs 

B 50.6 68.5 
A 53.6 76.8 
2A 40.9 74.4 
3A 53.4 82.1 
4A 44.5 75.0 

TABU; xxv 

PERCENTAGE Of SCHOOLS WHICH HAD ADEQUATE 
FACILITIES AHD EQUIFMSHT 

School Class Per Cent 

B 18.5 
A . * 21.9 
2A . 30.2 

. . . 34.2 
35.8 
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